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poorly in relation to heritage and landscape quality, then it may be preferable to seek a 

comprehensive redevelopment of those buildings. The housing potential assesses the 

locational characteristics of the sites in terms of their suitability for a residential use.   

 

6.16 The assessment of physical characteristics and constraints includes an assessment of the 

heritage significance of each of the mills, along with their condition and any other relevant 

planning constraints. These are outlined in greater detail within the individual site 

appraisals of each mill (Appendices 5, 6 & 7). Each element of the identified physical 

characteristics is scored from -5 to +5. With respect to the physical constraints, landscape 

significance is not deemed to constrain the ability for the mill to be converted, although, 

again, it will influence the recommendations of the wider study. 

 

6.17 To ensure consistency across all of the assessments in this report, we have given values in 

relation to each of the respective inputs, which are explained in more detail below. An 

average (physical constraints) rating of each of the mills is then set against the economic or 

housing potential of each mill and is represented in graphical form. This gives a broad 

overview of the potential for conversion into housing and starts to identify some key factors 

which determine the viability for conversion or otherwise. 

 

6.18 All mills have been assessed, including those demolished (or with consent to demolish) and 

those which are already converted in order to benchmark the findings of the appraisal 

against what has happened in practice. Generally speaking, those mills scoring the highest 

on the blended score of the x and y axis will be the most viable. 

 
6.19 We acknowledge that this type of assessment does not recognise the heritage premium 

that might be expected to be achieved through the redevelopment of a listed mill or a mill 

with higher heritage value. The results of the findings in viability are therefore focused on 
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non-listed mills, as those which are listed are afforded greater protection by virtue of local 

and national planning policy. 

 

6.20 A blended score is arrived at by adding together the two axes with any mills scoring over 

and including +2 going into the higher group, with scores of 2 down to 0 being in the 

medium group, and any mills scoring less than 0 going into the lower group. 

 

Overall 

Categorisation 

Categorisation Score 

Thresholds 

 Low < 0 

Medium 0 – 2.0 

High >2.0 

 

Physical Characteristics (x-axis) 

 

Heritage Significance 

 

6.21 Heritage significance has been graded as a potential challenge, as conversion costs tend to 

increase depending on such matters. The score generally follows the building’s listing and 

whether it is within or adjacent to a conservation area. The individual assessment of each 

mill is then also used to identify any non-designated heritage assets. The score for this 

element ranges from -2 for Grade II listed buildings; 0 for those mills situated in 

Conservation Areas and 5 for all other mills. The only exception to this scoring relates to the 

Grade II* Shore Mill which is already converted but receives a score of -5. 
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Condition 

 

6.22 The score relative to the condition of the building follows the previous Building at Risk 

Assessment (undertaken by the University of Salford, 2017), unless there have been 

material changes since the earlier assessment based on observations from our own 

fieldwork or any other relevant sources of information. Those mills deemed to be in very 

good condition have been given a score of 5; (very good); 2.5 (good condition); (fair 

condition) 0; (poor condition) -2.5; and (very poor) -5. 

 

Suitability for Residential Use 

 

6.23 The suitability for a residential use score relates to the nature of the building, including the 

footprint, orientation, layout, location and other planning considerations (flood risk, noise, 

etc.). This assessment has also been prepared following a session with commercial 

developers (Mandale) who are experienced with converting listed and non-listed mills 

across the North of England. The scale of the mill, particularly its floorplate, can have a 

major impact on the developable area or gross to net ratio, which dictates the amount of 

the existing floorspace that can be converted into a residential scheme compared to its 

existing floorplate. A score of 5 would represent a mill that is very suitable for a residential 

conversion, 2.5 for a mill that is suitable, 0 for neither, -2.5 for unsuitable and a score of -5 

would be a mill that is totally unsuitable for a residential conversion. 

 

Scale / Investment Model 

 

6.24 One of the unique features of mill buildings is their sheer scale. This element of the physical 

constraints assessment acknowledges the likely need to seek an alternative investment 
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model when developers are looking at large scale investment in mill buildings. 

Consequently, as acknowledged in the viability testing, there are greater risks associated 

with the redevelopment of larger mills and alternative investment models often need to be 

looked at, whether that be a Private Rented Sector Model (PRS) or a discounted sale model. 

Both will mean that the Gross Development Value (GDV) that can be achieved is lower than 

that one would expect for a straightforward retail disposal. 

 

6.25 We have therefore included a criterion which recognises the physical constraint associated 

with the size of the mill itself. Those mills under 50 units are deemed more suitable for an 

open market model whereas larger mills have a greater risk profile. We have considered, 

based on experience and developer input, that the larger mills would require at least an 

element of discounted sale. The scoring for this element is therefore lower (i.e. a greater 

constraint) for the larger mills than the smaller mills. The smallest mills have been given a 

score of 5 with scores of 2.5; 0; -2.5 and -5 to reflect the scale of the buildings and, as a 

result, the likely investment / funding model. This assessment only relates to those mills 

that are deemed capable of conversion.  

 

Blended Score 

 

6.26 The blended score is not weighted. It is an average of the four inputs which have been 

identified as the main physical constraints when assessing the potential for converting mills 

into housing. 
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Housing Potential (Y-Axis) 

 

Value Areas 

 

6.27 We have broadly followed the emerging 3 Dragons approach contained within the Strategic 

Viability Assessment for the draft GMSF (now Places for Everyone) in relation to the 

adoption of value areas, which will ensure a consistent approach going forward. However, 

in undertaking the viability review, we have not followed the value areas set out within the 

3 Dragons assessment verbatim.  The reasons for this are as follows: 

 

▪ As part of the assessment of the value areas, we have tracked the assumptions 

made in previous reports, namely the Affordable Housing Economic Viability 

Assessment (2010) and the Economic Viability Assessment undertaken by PBA in 

2014.  Both reports identified three main areas with the highest value to the east 

of the authority area, the median to the north and the lowest around the town 

centre. 

▪ The emerging viability information continues to set Saddleworth South in the 

highest value area, however, Saddleworth North falls into the second lowest value 

area. It is believed that this may be a result of the lack of recent sales information 

for the Saddleworth North Area. 

 
6.28 We have therefore regraded Saddleworth North as Value Area 2 (VA2) and moved 

Saddleworth South into this same area, both representing the highest value areas of the 

authority. These alterations are based on previous evidence base documents and on the 

other information we have available, namely the sales values for the converted mills and 

other apartments in those areas. Our benchmarking suggests that sales values in 

Saddleworth North are in fact marginally higher than Saddleworth South, showing average 
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sales values in the mills of £3,240 per square metre (psqm) and £3,222 psqm for 

apartments, with Saddleworth South displaying a slightly lower level at £3,022 psqm for 

converted mills and £2,893 psqm for all apartments. Details of past sales information is 

contained in Appendix 2. The figures would suggest that Value Area 2 would be a better fit 

for both Saddleworth North and South. 

 

6.29 In addition to the above, the information from previous conversions adds further weight to 

the argument that both Saddleworth South and North are achieving higher values, given 

that the conversions of mills that have been undertaken within the Borough to date are 

almost exclusively within these two areas. Of the converted mills, 19 out the 22 are within 

either Saddleworth North or South. 

 

6.30 The illustration below shows the evolution of the assumptions adopted about viability from 

various reports and shows the approach that ELG Planning have adopted in undertaking the 

viability testing. 

 

 
 Figure 6.1:  Viability Testing Model 
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6.31 The illustration above demonstrates how the viability of the various wards has been 

assessed in the past, with the most recent work undertaken across the Greater Manchester 

area by 3 Dragons. The assumptions / findings have been accepted with the exception of 

the amendment in relation to the Saddleworth North and South wards. We assume for 

Saddleworth North the difference is caused by a relatively low level of new housing being 

built in the Ward in recent years. Saddleworth South ward has moved down to VA2 as this 

is more reflective of our own findings. Grouping the two (Saddleworth North & South) 

retains a more consistent approach with previous studies which are referred to above. 

 

6.32 In relation to the scoring, given that there are four value areas, the highest score of 5 is 

given to those mills that are situated in the highest value area.  All those mills within Value 

Area 2 receive a score of +5. Mills within Value Area 3, which contains 55% of all the mills, 

have been given a score of 1.67 with mills in Value Area 4 scoring a -1.67 and those in Value 

Area 5 a score of -5. Given the importance of sales values to the relative viability of a 

conversion, the methodology allows a high degree of weighting to the likely end sales 

values. Information gathered in relation to the mills either converted or lost strongly 

suggests that the location of the mill has been a key factor in recent years and we would 

expect that to remain the case. 

 

6.33 Housing potential is measured by the likely end sales values in the area where the mill is 

situated. The weighting towards the sales values reflects the fact that the sales values 

adopted are almost doubled between the lower value area and the highest, whereas 

conversion costs are likely to vary more moderately at around 25% difference in cost 

between the mills with the best gross to net ratio, in good condition and with larger 

curtilage compared to those which perform less well against the conversion cost criteria. 
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6.34 The graph contained below shows 

the non-listed mills that have 

been converted and the mills that 

have been lost plotted against the 

methodology adopted. One can 

see that there is clearly an 

indication that mills with a higher 

blended score are more likely to 

have been converted with the 

majority having a blended score of over 2. Of the mills that we know to have been 

demolished or have consent to demolish only 1 scores above 2 on the blended score and a 

number have negative values. This indicates that a negative value in the results may well 

result in pressure to demolish the mill.  The red bars represent the mills demolished or with 

consent to demolish and the blue those that have been converted. 
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Key Findings – Housing Potential 

 

Value Area 2:  Saddleworth North & South 

 

6.35 As one would expect, the mills in this sub-area are shown to be 

more likely to be viable, with the viability scoring giving many 

of the mills positive scores on the x and y axes. The results of 

the assessment for these mills is similar to the location of a 

number of the converted mills already identified with 13 of the 

14 mills having a blended score of over 2.0 indicating higher 

potential for conversion to residential.  

 

6.36 The majority of the mills within this sub-area are smaller scale mills and have a very 

different character to the larger format textile mills to the west of the authority. Added to 

the increased final sales values, this is another of the key reasons why a number of these 

mills are likely to be viable for conversion or redevelopment. Historically, the majority of the 

mills (19 of 22 assessed) converted in recent years come from this sub-area. 

 
6.37 One reason to explain why a number of these mills haven’t been converted relates to the 

fact that many are in an active employment use. Of the 14 remaining mills, 8 are in 

designated employment areas with a further 4 unallocated but in employment use.  The 

green bars in the chart contained overleaf signify those mills that score high overall for 

housing potential. 
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Value Area 3: Chadderton Central. Chadderton North, Royton North, Royton South, 

Crompton, Shaw, St James, Waterhead, Failsworth West, Saddleworth West & Lees 

 

6.38 This sub-area has the largest number of mills in the study area 

at around 55% of the 64 mills subject to assessment. Of the 

recent conversions recorded, 2 of the 22 were in this sub-area 

suggesting that, while marginal, it may be possible to convert 

some of the mills without substantial external funding. 

 

6.39 30 of the 35 mills in the sub-area are in employment use with 15 of those within designated 

Business Employment Areas (BEA). This leaves relatively few that are either vacant or 

suitable for alternative uses. 
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6.40 The viability scoring of the mills plotted on the chart shows a consistent set of results. The 

majority of the mills fall within the medium range (amber bars) with the remainder going in 

the high category (green bars).  

 

Value Area 4: Failsworth East 

 

6.41 There are only 2 mills (Albert Mills & Ivy Mills) in this sub-area, both of which 

lie within designated Business Employment Areas (BEA). One of the mills is 

judged to have medium potential and the other low.  

 

Value Area 5: Coldhurst, Alexander, St. Marys, Werneth, Chadderton South, Hollinwood, 

Medlock Vale  

 

6.42 This is the sub-area with the lowest end sales values. Of the mills 

assessed, 9 of the 13 are in employment use, of which 4 are situated 

within BEAs. The viability scoring chart shows that the housing potential 

is greatly impacted by the low end sales values in this area along with the scale of a number 
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of the mills. It is therefore not a surprise that the majority of the mills that have been lost 

in recent times were situated within this sub-area. 

 

6.43 The chart contained below illustrates that, within Value Areas 4 & 5, Albert Mill falls within 

the medium range (amber bar), with the remaining mills within this value area in the low 

category (red bars). 

 

 
 

Viability Testing (Residential Conversion) 

 

6.44 To cross reference with the housing potential assessment scoring above, we have set out 

a broad appraisal methodology to test viability for conversion to housing, which is based on 

a set of assumptions.  These are not detailed individual viability appraisals, but a general 

overview of the potential viability of each mill, making a series of broader assumptions 

about numerous elements such as build costs, gross to net ratio, method of disposal, sales 

values etc. This exercise seeks to identify lessons to be learnt from those schemes where 

conversion of mill buildings has already taken place and those which have led to demolition. 
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6.45 Appendix 3 contains the results of the viability testing for each mill in line with the 

methodology set out below. A number of case studies have also been produced to identify 

a number of mills which may represent viable residential conversions. The methodology is 

intended to give a broad overview of the potential for residential conversion of each mill 

with the results considered alongside the viability scoring. Viability testing has only been 

undertaken on those mills which are deemed to be convertible. There are a number of mills, 

particularly to the east of the Borough which are low level and, while they may make viable 

redevelopments, are not suitable for a conversion of the actual mill buildings.  

 

Viability Testing Methodology 

 

6.46 Below we have set out the methodology of the viability testing, which is intended as a high 

level sense check, which sits alongside the housing potential assessment scoring. The 

approach is only applied to those mills that could be converted rather than those that may 

require a different approach to redevelopment.  

 

Assumed Sales Values 

 

6.47 This has been calculated on the basis of the evidence available contained within the 3 

Dragons viability information with some amendments made. The figures are largely based 

on the value area that has been adopted for each mill, as well as the immediate 

surroundings, which will influence the likely sales values. On most occasions, the lower of 

the values suggested in the 3 Dragons report have been adopted, although there are some 

schemes where a heritage premium has been applied. No amendment has been made in 

this figure for the impact of Covid 19 on sales values and estimates were made in 2020. 
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Size of Mill 

 

6.48 This is the gross figure. This figure would be used to calculate the Existing Use Value (EUV) 

where a value per square foot / square metre is applied. 

 

Gross to Net Ratio 

 

6.49 This is the amount of saleable floorspace that is likely to be achieved as a result of the 

conversion. Larger mills with wide footprints are likely to have much lower gross to net 

ratios. One of the case studies set out later in this section (Mutual Mills, Rochdale) had a 

net to gross ratio of just 40% given the need to provide parking on the ground floor and 

atriums within each mill building. This is a relatively extreme example but one that had a 

fairly considerable impact on viability given that the existing use value is based on existing 

floorspace which often needs to be removed, as illustrated in the image contained below. 

 

 
Figure 6.2:  Illustration of Gross to Net Ratio 
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Net Developable Area 

 

6.50 This is the figure of the amount of the scheme that is likely to be converted into saleable 

floorspace and excludes communal areas such as stairs, corridors, parking and atriums. 

 

Number of Units 

 

6.51 This is a calculation of the capacity of the scheme to give an understanding of the potential 

delivery of housing within Oldham through mill conversions. The good practice example in 

the Historic England report at Cotton Works, Bolton suggests an average unit size of 70 

sq.m but we believe that this has been calculated by dividing the gross area by the number 

of units delivered and fails to take account of circulation / communal spaces etc. We have 

therefore adopted a blended size of 1 and 2 bedroom units based on the national minimum 

space standards of 55 sq.m per apartment. This assumes a 50/50 split of 1 and 2 beds and, 

whilst this is a fairly crude approach, it nonetheless provides a reasonable high level view 

of likely capacity. The figure is also consistent with the Mutual Mills case study. 

 

Establishing a Benchmark Land Value 

 

6.52 Again, no individual survey can be done in relation to each and every mill within the 

constraints of the brief. The benchmark land value has therefore been established using 

certain standardised inputs based on assumptions about market rents and expected levels 

of occupancy . These inputs allow an estimate of annual income based on existing uses and 

have been multiplied by the yield to give an Existing Use Value (EUV). 

 

6.53 Once an estimate for the EUV is established, we have then assumed a landowner premium 

of 20%. Given that any existing use is generally generating an income, the landowner 
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premium needs to be enough for the landowner to see value in disposing of the asset. As 

set out in Planning Practice Guidance, ‘the premium for the landowner should reflect the 

minimum return at which it is considered a reasonable landowner would be willing to sell their 

land. The premium should provide a reasonable incentive, in comparison with other options 

available, for the landowner to sell land for development while allowing a sufficient contribution 

to fully comply with policy requirements.’ A figure of 20% has been assumed. This figure is one 

which has been accepted at appeal as an appropriate level for a brownfield site.  

 

Construction Costs 

 

6.54 Construction costs are estimated based on recent examples, feedback from the 

consultation exercise and BCIS figures (Q2 2020). It excludes any planning gain in the form 

of affordable housing, CIL or other Section 106 contributions. Construction costs will be 

influenced by the condition of the building, heritage constraints and any other abnormals. 

We have assumed a rate of between £1,300 psqm and £1,900 psqm.  Additional costs 

which have been accounted for are professional fees at 7% of construction costs, finance at 

6% of development costs and sales / legal and marketing costs at 3% of GDV.  The assumed 

conversion costs relate to the heritage status of the building (i.e. whether it is listed) and 

also the condition of the building currently. BCIS figures suggest that prices for conversions 

are currently at £1,532 in Oldham, although our assumptions are a little lower based on 

recent mill examples. 

 

6.55 It should however be acknowledged that the conversion costs utilised for the purposes of 

the assessment are a high level estimate to inform the wider viability testing exercise.  It is 

clear that ‘real world’ costs in relation to a specific mill could potentially be much higher 

depending on the size, shape and materials of the mill in question and detailed build cost 
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calculations will therefore be required to be undertaken by any party seeking to redevelop 

a mill site based on relevant site-specific considerations. 

 

Gross Development Value (GDV) 

 

6.56 The GDV figure is the value of the whole scheme once the apartments have been sold. In 

the spreadsheet (Appendix 3), we have adopted a simplified approach to give a general 

picture of the viability of the conversion of the mills for residential use, which is effectively 

the net developable area. 

 

Affordable Housing Requirement 

 

6.57 Affordable housing is currently sought at 7.5% of GDV. It should be noted that Vacant 

Building Credit may be applied to mill conversions meeting the criteria, which would reduce 

the level of affordable housing contribution required. 

 

6.58 National policy provides an incentive for brownfield development on sites containing vacant 

buildings.  Where a vacant building is brought back into any lawful use, or is demolished to 

be replaced by a new building, the developer should be offered a financial credit equivalent 

to the existing gross floorspace of relevant vacant buildings when the local planning 

authority calculates any affordable housing contribution which will be sought.  Affordable 

housing contributions may be required for any increase in floorspace.  On this basis, in 

relation to those mills that are vacant, there is already an incentive built into government 

policy which would generally remove the requirement for affordable housing. The 

interpretation by most authorities is that the whole building needs to be vacant.  The 

guidance in NPPG explains that: 
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Where there is an overall increase in floorspace in the proposed development, 

the local planning authority should calculate the amount of affordable housing 

contributions required from the development as set out in their Local Plan. A 

‘credit’ should then be applied which is the equivalent of the gross floorspace of 

any relevant vacant buildings being brought back into use or demolished as part 

of the scheme and deducted from the overall affordable housing contribution 

calculation. This will apply in calculating either the number of affordable housing 

units to be provided within the development or where an equivalent financial 

contribution is being provided. 

  

The existing floorspace of a vacant building should be credited against the 

floorspace of the new development. For example, where a building with a gross 

floorspace of 8,000 square metre building is demolished as part of a proposed 

development with a gross floorspace of 10,000 square metres, any affordable 

housing contribution should be a fifth of what would normally be sought.’ 

 

6.59 The implications of Vacant Building Credit will need to be investigated on a case-by-case 

basis given the complexities involved. 

 

Developer Profit 

 

6.60 The NPPF advocates a development profit of between 15-20% of the Gross Development 

Value. Given the amount of upfront investment and risk associated with a Mill conversion 

compared to a standard new build, we have therefore adopted a figure of 28% to assess a 

scheme that would be sold on the open market. This reflects the increased risk associated 

with the development of these types of projects and reflects a rate that the developer is 

likely to have to demonstrate in order to get finance for the project.  For a pre-sold scheme, 
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we have assumed a much lower level of developer profit at 15% to reflect the reduced level 

of risk compared to an open market sale for a pre-sale agreement into a Private Rented 

Sector (PRS) or similar model.  

 

Viability 

 

6.61 This column within the spreadsheet (Appendix 3) summarises at a high level whether the 

conversion of each mill is likely to be viable for residential use. It is a calculation of the 

development costs (i.e. the land value, blended construction costs and developers profit) 

against the Gross Development Value (GDV). A further calculation is made looking at an 

investment model whereby the developer has an agreement for the sale of the units into 

what is often a PRS type model. This second assessment reflects the more likely scenario 

when it comes to mill conversions given the risks and quantum of development. This 

assessment assumes the same land value and construction costs but reduces the 

developer profit to 15% given the reduced level of risk compared to retail sales, but also 

applies a discount against the bulk sales reflective of how this type of transaction is likely 

to work. The discount of 25% is applied to the GDV figure for retail sales. Again, this is a 

broad indication of whether a scheme is likely to be viable as a conversion. 

 

6.62 The methodology therefore tests two main scenarios; open market sales and a PRS / pre-

sale model. Within the latter we have run a scenario where there is no affordable housing 

required, this may be the case where Vacant Building Credit can be applied or where the 

Council is applying a flexible approach due to the other planning benefits of seeing a mill 

redeveloped.  

 

6.63 In terms of the assessment, in relation to the financial viability, the project has been 

assessed as low, where none of the scenarios are able to show a viable scheme or at least 
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a marginal scheme (profit levels of between 4-28%). Those schemes with a scenario within 

the marginal band have been awarded a medium and those showing potential profit of over 

28% for an open market sale or over 15% of a pre-sold model are shown as high.  

 

Overall 

Assessment 

Categorisation of Viability 

for Retail Scheme 

 No < 10% 

Marginal 10% to 28% 

Yes >28% 

 

Overall 

Assessment 

Categorisation of Viability 

for Pre-sold Scheme 

 No < 4% 

Marginal 5% to 15% 

Yes >15% 

 

 
6.64 As an exercise to test the methodology, those mill sites that have been converted and / or 

demolished have also been assessed in a similar way.  

 

Planning Gain 

 

6.65 No figures have been included for planning gain at this stage, other than the policy 

requirement for the contribution of 7.5% of the GDV towards affordable housing. 

Case Studies 
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6.66 As part of the assessment, we have also looked at four case studies, which provide ‘real 

world’ examples of some of the pitfalls associated with mill conversions, schemes that have 

been delivered with relatively low capital value / sales value and the mechanisms that may 

be needed to help deliver such schemes. 

 

6.67 One of the mills, Martins Mill, is an unlisted mill that was on the brink of demolition in 

Halifax, which has now been converted into residential apartments. The second is Mutual 

Mills in Rochdale where two large listed textile mills have received planning consent but 

have proven unviable to progress for a series of reasons. The third mill is Weir Mill, a listed 

mill in Stockport for which consent was sought and subsequently withdrawn. We now 

understand that a revised application has recently been approved. The final mill is another 

recent conversion of a largely derelict mill in central Bolton known as Merchants Place. 

 

6.68 Those mills identified in the case studies have been reviewed by a developer with 

experience of converting mill buildings in West Yorkshire and the North West. 

 

Case Study 1:  Martin’s Mill, Halifax 

 

6.69 This comparative scheme relates to a 

completed mill conversion scheme in 

Halifax, which involved a non-listed 

building in an exceptionally poor state 

of repair when acquired by the 

developer. This building now has a 

new lease of life as apartments, with 

the scheme having been sold to an 

investor under a bulk purchase agreement with the developer. The scheme was purchased 
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at a relatively low price given the condition of the building and there were no onerous 

planning contributions that would have otherwise affected viability. 

 

6.70 Martins Mill was completed in approximately 9 months, delivering a gross to net ratio of 

54% with build costs of £1,250 psqm and sales values of £1,700 psqm. The Historic England 

Report ‘Engines of Prosperity: New Uses for Old Mills’ reports that, in order for a residential 

scheme to be viable, the capital value / sales value needs to reach at least £2,153psqm 

(£200 psqft). However, the values achieved at Martins Mill were well below the level 

acknowledged in the Historic England guidance and illustrates that schemes can be 

delivered when sales values are lower but also that the Local Authority needs to be realistic 

about contributions and the land owner about price in order for this to happen. 

 

Case Study 2:  Mutual Mill, Rochdale 

  

 

6.71 The second case study involves Mutual Mill in Rochdale, which was a much larger 

conversion scheme proposed to a pair of Grade II listed mills. This scheme was approved 

(subject to signing a Section 106) and, accordingly, accurate proposed build costs and sales 

values etc. are available. 
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6.72 Given the nature of the build, the gross to net ratio was low, which was exacerbated by 

planning requirements on parking, as well as other elements that increased build costs. 

Ultimately, the scheme was demonstrated to be unviable due to the land owners 

unwillingness to compromise on the purchase price, along with rigid application of planning 

policy with respect to Section 106 contributions. Sales values remained in dispute between 

the Local Planning Authority and the applicant, as the authority’s advisors would not accept 

the delivery mechanism, using a pre-sale agreement, which, in turn, meant that the sales 

values needed to be subject to a discount from open market value. This large format mill is 

a good example to apply to many of the mills in Oldham, as they have similar footprints and 

serves to illustrate some of the pitfalls in terms of viability of large scale mill conversions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study 3:  Weir Mill, Stockport 
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6.73 The third case study relates to 

a scheme in Stockport, which 

would see a listed building 

converted into a predominantly 

residential scheme. The 

appraisal that accompanies this 

application has been prepared 

by Cushman & Wakefield. Build 

costs are substantially higher than the Martins Mill and Mutual Mill schemes and the 

appraisal suggests that the scheme cannot make any planning gain contributions and that 

it requires a £7 million grant in order to be viable. Sales values are higher than the earlier 

case studies at £3,024 per square metre, which is reflective of the higher values in 

Stockport compared to Rochdale and indeed Oldham. It is understood that, having initially 

been withdrawn, a revised scheme has recently obtained planning approval.  

 

Case Study 4:  Merchant’s Place, Bolton 

 

6.74 The final case study relates to a 

scheme in central Bolton. At the time 

of writing, this scheme was nearing 

completion. This scheme is a good 

example of what can be achieved 

even where the end sales values are 

low. This scheme benefited from 

Vacant Building Credit (VBC) and 

therefore did not have to provide affordable housing. In addition, the Local Planning 
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Authority took a pragmatic approach to public realm improvements allowing them to be 

incorporated into the scheme, rather than relying on third party land or funding. The result 

is that a long standing vacant, non listed building has been converted into 59 apartments 

with some limited new build. The scheme incorporates some interesting design features 

including a large mural on the rear elevation and corten steel entrance features. The 

floorpate of the mills have allowed a good gross to net ratio. 
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6.75 A number of the mills across the Borough 

have already been either converted to 

residential use or been granted consent for 

demolition. To identify trends, even those 

mills that have been converted or 

demolished have been assessed against 

some of the criteria used in the viability 

testing. Based on what has happened in 

practice, one can identify a clear correlation 

between physical constraints and viability 

of those converted versus those that have 

been demolished, as shown in the adjacent 

table. 

 

6.76 Of those Mills converted to residential use, 

18 of the 20 are in Value Area 2, which 

represents the strongest area for end sales 

values. The mills that have already been converted are therefore all in relatively high sales 

value areas. What is also notable is the relative scale of the mills that have been converted 

is relatively small and that all but one were said to be of good condition (although this may 

reflect the fact that they have been converted already). These mills are located to the east 

of the Borough and tend to comprise smaller woollen mills, which were traditionally water 

powered owing to their location nestled within valleys and served by rivers or their 

tributaries. Three of the converted mills are listed and eight in conservation areas. This 

suggests that the heritage constraints are not as great a factor as the end sales values or 

even the scale of the mills. 

Converted Demolished 
High Medium 

Medium Low 
High Low 
High High 
High Medium 
High Low 
High Medium 
High Medium 
High Low 
High  
High  
High  
High  
High  
High  
High  
High  
High  
High  
High  

Table 6.1:  Viability Testing Score Comparison 
(Converted vs. Demolished Mills) 
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6.77 Of those that have been demolished or have consent for demolition, all are either in fair / 

poor or very bad condition, tend to be larger in scale and the majority are situated in Value 

Areas 3, 4 and 5. Against the viability testing, which it is acknowledged is based on some 

standardised assumptions, six of the sites scored low and three medium.  

 

Overall Assessment 

 

6.78 In categorising each of the mills into higher, medium or lower category for housing 

potential, account has been taken of the findings from the housing potential assessment 

scoring, which looks at the physical characteristics versus the housing potential, and also 

the viability testing which uses a series of standardised inputs to test the potential viability 

of the conversion of each of the mills (NB: this is not a financial viability assessment of each 

of the mills but is based on a broader methodology). 

 

6.79 The overall assessment of housing potential gives a score for each of the mills within the 

study in relation to the locational and physical characteristics of the mills (i.e. Housing 

Potential Score), which is then combined with the results of the viability testing where 

undertaken to provide an overall rating of high, medium or low.  Viability is challenging on 

many mill schemes and there are a number of other factors that may make the mill 

unsuitable for conversion to housing, such as the surrounding uses, existing occupiers etc. 

One of the key factors identified by the review of the mills now successfully converted is 

their location and scale. Unsurprisingly, there is a clear correlation between the housing 

potential of the mill and the value area within which each mill is situated. The image 

contained overleaf demonstrates all of the mills in the lower value areas (Value Areas 4 & 

5) score poorly in relation to their housing potential, as viability has had a negative impact 
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on the scoring against these mills where sales values make conversion schemes look very 

challenging.   

 
 

 
Figure 6.3:  Overall Assessment of Mills Within Each Value Area 

 

6.80 Clearly viability is a key consideration when assessing any proposals affecting the retention 

of historic mill buildings. We have highlighted some examples where successful 

conversions have been undertaken in spite of challenging market conditions and relatively 

low sales values, however, there are many others that do not progress due to the inherent 

risks to the developer. A flexible approach toward the conversion of mills that are deemed 

worthy of retention should therefore be encouraged with viability information presented 

on a case by case basis and based on individual assessments of the main planning 

considerations where viability may also form part of the decision making process.  

 

6.81 Equally, in the areas which benefit from higher sales values, the fact that a particular mill 

may have housing potential does not necessarily mean that this is the best use, as many of 
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these sites are in active employment use and are of benefit to the communities in which 

they are situated as a source of employment.  

 

6.82 In total, 31 of the 64 mills that were assessed fell into the low category having regard to 

the range of criteria assessed:   

 

Low Category Albert Mills, Alliance Mill, Belgrave Mill, Bell Mill, Briar Mill, 

Britannia Mill, Cairo Mill, Earl Mill, Elm Mill, Falcon Mill, Forge 

Mill, Grape Mill, Greengate Mill, Heron Mill, Ivy Mill, Jubilee Mill 

(Fulling), Lilac Mill, Lily Mills, Longrange Mill, Majestic Mill, Malta 

Mill, Osborne Mill, Paradise Mill, Ram Mill, Raven Mill, Stockfield 

Mill,  Thornham Mill, Vale Mill (Stockfield Road), Vine Mill, 

Werneth Mill, Werneth Mills.  

 

6.83 Following the assessment, 25 of the 64 mills fell into the medium category: 

 

Medium Category Ace Mill, Adelaide Mill, Bee Mill, Delta Mill, Dob Lane End Mill, 

Duke Mill Fir Mill, Fountain Mill, Gorse Mill, No.1 Jubilee Mill 

Lane End Mill, Marlborough Mill (No. 1), Morton Mill, Oak View 

Mills, Pingle Mill, Prince of Wales Mill, Slackcote Mills, 

Springfield Mills, Springfield Works, Swan Mill, Vale Mill 

(Chamber Road), Warth Mill, Waterside Mill, Wellington Mills, 

Woodend Mill. 

 

6.84 The remaining 8 mills subject of assessment were categorised as high in terms of housing 

potential for conversion or partial redevelopment: 
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High Category Austerlands Mill, Greenfield Mills, Gatehead Mill, Haybottoms Mill, 

Kinders Lane Mill, Knarr Mill, Lumb Mill, Rasping Mills 

 

6.85 It should however be acknowledged should that no two mills are identical, and each mill 

described within this report has unique features by way of location, construction, form etc.  

Consequently, when valuing and assessing the viability of an individual mill for whatever 

purpose, it is essential to take into account market conditions prevailing at the date of 

assessment, location, individual physical characteristics, structural condition, tenure, 

planning restraints (if any) covenants and all other relevant factors.  The appraisals and 

strategies contained within this report are, therefore, to be taken solely as a guide and each 

mill should be assessed individually on its own merits and on the market conditions at the 

time when decisions are being made about its future. Potential for housing may also be high 

where it is clear that a redevelopment or partial redevelopment of a site is a more realistic 

prospect. 
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Chapter 7: 
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7. EMPLOYMENT POTENTIAL 
 

Introduction 

 

7.1 The mills across Oldham provide 

ubiquitous reminders of the growth of 

the town during the industrial revolution 

as the main cotton spinning centre in 

Lancashire and the overwhelming 

majority of the mills remain in 

employment use in the present day, 

although they have been repurposed 

following the decline of the cotton 

spinning industry. 

 

7.2 The adopted Oldham Local Plan 

designates a number of Business 

Employment Areas (BEAs) and 

Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEAs) to provide for a broad and diverse range of 

employment generating uses, which will help meet the needs of a changing local economy 

and provide opportunities for investment for new businesses and existing firms. 

 
7.3 There are a number of other established industrial / trading estates across the Borough 

which are not formally designated for employment use within the adopted Development 

Plan but which provide low cost employment premises for a range of types of business. 

 

 
Bell Mill (Currently in Use as Textile Factory by Turner 
Bianca) 
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7.4 The majority of the mill stock is located within designated employment areas or within 

existing industrial / trading estate locations and is currently in active employment 

generating use providing accommodation for single tenants (e.g. storage and distribution 

warehouses) or low cost premises for a number of businesses within an individual mill. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.5 There are however inevitably some mill buildings within established employment areas 

that are underutilised, particularly the upper floors, or which may become vacant in the 

short term, for example at the end of a lease period or due to business failure, which may 

become more prevalent as the wider economic impacts of COVID-19 become clearer.  It is 

apparent that the existing mill stock can provide low cost premises within established 

employment areas that could prove attractive to a number of employment sectors to help 

meet economic needs over the Plan period and beyond. 

 

 
Figure 7.1:  Location of Mills Relative to Designated Employment Areas 
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7.6 This section of the Mills Strategy therefore seeks to assess the potential for the individual 

mills to be utilised for employment use.  However, given the limitations of the study, it 

should be acknowledged that this exercise merely seeks to provide a high level overview of 

the economic potential of each mill based upon a limited range of criteria relating to 

heritage, condition, suitability, allocation and strategic location, as detailed below.  It is not 

therefore intended to provide a detailed appraisal of the suitability or viability of the 

conversion of individual mills to alternative or new economic uses.  On this basis, it should 

be noted that there may be instances where a particular mill scores poorly in terms of 

economic potential even though it is within a well-established employment use and is likely 

to remain so in the long term as a consequence of the limited range of criteria assessed for 

the purposes of this study.  

 

7.7 The assessment follows a similar approach to that adopted in relation to housing potential 

(Chapter 6) with values assigned to each of the inputs, which are explained in further detail 

below.  An average ‘Physical Constraints’ rating of each mill is set against the ‘Economic 

Potential’ to give an overall score, which will provide a broad indication of the potential for 

the re-use of the individual mill for employment purposes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 7.2:  Physical Constraints & Economic Potential 
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Physical Constraints 

 

Heritage Considerations and Condition 

 

7.8 The scores attributed to the individual mills in respect of heritage and condition reflect 

those utilised within the assessment of housing potential for consistency. 

 

Suitability for Employment Uses and Site Context 

 

7.9 The suitability for employment use score considers the site specific constraints and 

opportunities that may impact upon the suitability of an individual mill for employment use, 

primarily focusing on general suitability for industrial and storage and distribution uses (Use 

Class B2 / B8) reflective of the fact that by virtue of their size, many mills lend themselves 

to use as storage and distribution facilities or factories for other purposes.  It is however 

acknowledged that former mills can be successfully repurposed to other employment 

generating uses, however, for the purposes of this high level assessment, the scoring is 

focussed on adaptability to B2 / B8 use. 

 

7.10 This assessment therefore considers factors including the scale of the mill, level of curtilage 

space, suitability of access and surrounding road network and space available for the 

manoeuvring of HGVs and service vehicles.  A score of 5 would indicate that the mill is highly 

suitable for such use, whereas a score of -5 would indicate that a mill is totally unsuitable 

for such purposes. 
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Blended Score 

 

7.11 The blended score is not weighted.  It is an average of the three sections which collectively 

make up the physical constraints.  The blended score for each mill gives the numerical value 

for the x-axis for each mill. 

  

Economic Potential  

 

Allocation 

 

7.12 The allocation score is reflective of any specific land use designations affecting the 

individual mills with scores ranging from +5 to -5. A score of 5 was given to any mills which 

are situated within BEAs and SEAs identified within Amion’s SIF Refresh Report as having 

the greatest potential to attract and accommodate priority sectors, namely Hollinwood, 

Foxdenton and Greengate / Broadgate. A score of 1.67 was given to any mills which were 

located within any other allocated BEAs or SEAs.  A score of -1.67 has been attributed to 

any mills not subject to any specific land use designation but which are in either an 

established employment area or other predominantly mixed use or commercial area.  A 

score of -5 was given to any mills not in an allocated employment area and where 

employment uses would not be complementary to surrounding land uses giving rise to 

potential amenity concerns, for example, mills located within predominantly residential 

areas. 

 

Strategic Location 

 

7.13 Oldham has a good level of accessibility to the strategic road network and access to 

Manchester, particularly to the west of the Borough, which is likely to prove attractive to a 
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range of employment sectors.  In order to attribute a strategic location score to each mill, 

the Borough was divided into three areas - high, medium and low as illustrated below, 

which received scores of 5, 0 and -5, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

7.14 The wards identified in the ‘high’ strategic location area are considered to have the 

strongest linkages to the strategic road network and the local workforce, whereas those 

within the ‘low’ strategic location area are the more isolated rural wards to the east of the 

administrative area. 

 

Findings 

 

7.15 Following the assessment of the 64 mills against the criteria outlined above, each mill was 

given an overall blended score, which was the average of the x-axis (Physical Constraints) 

 
Figure 7.2:  Strategic Location Classification 
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score and the y-axis (Economic Potential) score. In order to give an indicative illustration of 

the suitability of each mill for employment re-use, the following scoring system was 

devised, which would then allow each mill to be categorised as high, medium and low to 

ensure consistency with the approach adopted to the assessment of heritage and 

landscape value, as well as housing potential.  It is important to reiterate that this exercise 

is intended to provide a high level overview of the economic potential of each mill based 

upon a limited range of criteria and does not provide a detailed appraisal of the suitability 

or viability of the conversion of individual mills to alternative or new economic uses. 

 

Overall 

Categorisation 

Categorisation Score 

Thresholds 

 Low < 0 

Medium 0 – 2.0 

High >2.0 

 

7.16 In total, 12 of the 64 mills that were assessed fell into the low category having regard to 

the range of criteria assessed.  However, a number of the mills in question provide low cost 

employment units for local businesses within established trading estate settings and, as 

such, are likely to remain in such use over the medium to long term.  However, there are 

other mills identified within this category, which, although currently in employment use, 

may be better suited to alternative future use as a result of their physical or locational 

characteristics. 

 

Low Category Alliance Mill, Austerlands Mill, Britannia Mill, Gatehead Mill, 

Greenfield Mills, Jubilee Mill, Knarr Mill, Pingle Mill, Rasping Mills, 

Slackcote Mills, Wellington Mills, Woodend Mill 
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7.17 Following the assessment, 25 of the 64 mills fell into the medium category and, again, 

many of these mills are in active employment use within established industrial estate / 

allocated employment site settings and have therefore secured a viable use appropriate 

within their wider land use setting and, as such, the continuation of these established uses 

will overwhelmingly represent the most sustainable option for these mills going forward.  

However, such matters are considered in more detail within Chapter 9 and the individual 

site appraisals appended to this document. 

 

Medium Category Adelaide Mill, Bell Mill, Cairo Mill, Falcon Mill, Forge Mill, Fountain 

Mill, Grape Mill, Haybottoms Mill, Jubilee (Fulling) Mill, Kinders 

Lane Mill, Longrange Mill, Lumb Mill, Majestic Mill, Morton Mill, 

Oak View Mills, Osborne Mill, Paradise Mill, Prince of Wales Mill, 

Springfield Works, Thornham Mill, Vine Mill, Warth Mill, 

Waterside Mill, Werneth Mill, Werneth Mills 

 

7.18 Of the 64 mills that were assessed, 27 were categorised as high in terms of economic 

potential. These mills are overwhelmingly located within allocated employment areas, 

including those identified as having greatest potential to accommodate identified priority 

sectors within Amion’s SIF Refresh and have easy access to the strategic road network and 

local workforce. 

 

High Category Ace Mill, Albert Mill, Bee Mill, Belgrave Mills, Briar Mill, Delta Mill, 

Dob Lane End Mill, Duke Mill, Earl Mill, Elm Mill, Fir Mill, Gorse Mill 

(No.1), Greengate Mill, Heron Mill, Ivy Mill, Lane End Mill, Lilac Mill, 

Lily Mills, Malta Mill, Marlborough Mill (No.1), Ram Mill, Raven Mill, 

Springfield Mills, Stockfield Mill, Swan Mill, Vale Mill (Chamber 

Road), Vale Mill (Stockfield Road) 
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8. SELECTION OF PRIORITY SITES 
 
8.1 The assessment of the landscape and heritage value of the individual mills, alongside the 

housing and employment potential considerations, will inform the formulation of a positive 

strategy to support the long term sustainability of the textile mill stock across Oldham. 

 

8.2 The 64 mills subject to assessment will be categorised as high, medium and low priority 

with policy recommendations made to address each level of priority.  The categorisation of 

the individual mills as high, medium or low priority will be primarily influenced by the 

heritage and landscape value of the mill to identify those where there should be a clear 

presumption for their retention in view of their contribution to the local distinctiveness, 

sense of place and landscape character of Oldham and those that may be less sensitive to 

alteration and potentially demolition. 

 
8.3 The mills assessed as having high landscape value and heritage / townscape value will be 

placed within the high priority category with a clear presumption against their loss or 

demolition. 

 
8.4 The mills identified as being of medium priority will remain important to retain and re-use, 

however, there will be a higher degree of flexibility in their alteration / conversion.  It is likely 

that mills within this category will be less sensitive to alteration than those in the high 

category and therefore more significant interventions may be deemed acceptable, subject 

to being weighed in the planning balance. 

 
8.5 Those mills which are assessed as having comparatively low landscape value and heritage 

significance will be placed within the low priority category. It is anticipated that there will 

be greater flexibility in how these mills could be re-used or converted and such mills may 

also have potential for demolition. These sites feature mills which have very little 
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architectural presence, where they have been altered significantly so that their heritage 

value is decreased and where the mills may be causing harm to the social and 

environmental value of the local community. 

 
8.6 Section 9 of the report provides details of strategies / action plans for the mill stock, which 

outline the benefits / opportunities, constraints, possible adaptation solutions (such as new 

access), design recommendations, financial opportunities / investment funds / subsidies, 

planning policy, links to regeneration strategies, potential delivery partners, marketing and 

enforcement for each mill, as appropriate with more detailed strategies provided for those 

mills identified as being in greatest need of short term interventions. 

 
8.7 The first step in formulating the overall strategy is therefore to attribute the individual mills 

to either the high, medium or low categories. The initial project brief included a total of 106 

textile mills across the Borough.  However, of these, 19 non-listed mills have already been 

converted or have consent for conversion, with a further 9 mills having been demolished or 

having consent for demolition and 14 are listed, with 3 of the listed mills having already 

been converted (Shore Mill, Hey Lane Mill & Throstle Nest Mill) at the time of the 

commission.  This leaves a remaining 64 mills to be categorised high, medium or low 

priority, as detailed within Table 8.1. 

 

Table 8.1 – Breakdown of Mills 

Listed Mills 
(*Converted Listed 
Mills) 

Anchor Mill Bailey Mills Brownhill Bridge Mill 

Chadderton Mill Devon Mill Hartford Works 

Leesbrook Mill Lion Mill Manor Mill 

Nile Mill Regent Mill Shore Mill* 

Hey Lane Mill* Throstle Nest Mill* 

Converted / 
Demolished Mills 

Hartford Mill Bell Mill Harrop Court Mill 

Holden Fold Mills Maple Mill (No.1) Ridgefield Mill 
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Textile Mill Windsor Mill United Mill 

Albion Mill Alexandra Mill Bank Mill 

Buckley New Mill Denshaw Vale Works Diggle Mill 

Eagle Mill Lydgate Mill Royal George Mills 

Spring Meadow Works Spring Mill Stone Bottom Mill 

Tame Water Mill Tunstead Clough Mill Victoria Mill 

Walk Mill Wall Hill Mill Wright Mill 

Victoria Mills 

Remaining Mills Ace Mill (Gorse Mill No. 
2) 

Adelaide Mill Albert Mills 

Alliance Mill Austerlands Mill Bee Mill 

Belgrave Mill Bell Mill (Claremont St) Briar Mill 

Britannia Mill Cairo Mill Delta Mill 

Dob Lane End Mill Duke Mill Earl Mill 

Elm Mill (Newby Mill) Falcon Mill (Weaving Shed) Fir Mill (Vernon Works) 

Forge Mill (Hope Mill) Fountain Mill Gatehead Mill 

Gorse Mill Grape Mill Greenfield Mills 

Greengate Mills Haybottoms Mill Heron Mill 

Ivy Mill Jubilee Mill Jubilee (Fulling) Mill 

Kinders Lane Mill Knarr Mill Lane End Mill 

Lilac Mill Lily Mills Longrange Mill (Orme 
Mill) 

Lumb Mill Majestic Mill (Lower Mill) Malta Mill 

Marlborough Mill (No.1) Morton Mill Oak View Mills 

Osborne Mill Paradise Mill Pingle Mill 

Prince of Wales Mill Ram Mill Rasping Mills (Valley 
Mills) 

Raven Mill Slackcote Mills Springfield Mills 

Springfield Works Stockfield Mill Swan Mill 

Thornham Mill Vale Mill (Chamber Road) Vale Mill 

Vine Mill Warth Mill Waterside Mill 
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Wellington Mills Werneth Mill (Manchester 
Road) 

Werneth Mills 

Woodend Mill 

 

8.8 The individual landscape, heritage and housing / employment potential assessments for 

each mill have been reviewed and each mill has been scored as high, medium or low against 

each assessment criteria. The results have been tabulated and the individual mills have 

been given an overall categorisation of high, medium or low having regard to their scoring 

across all four assessment criteria (i.e. heritage, landscape, housing potential, employment 

potential).  However, the assessment principally seeks to identify which mills, by virtue of 

their heritage and / or landscape value, make a positive contribution to Oldham’s unique 

identity and local distinctiveness and should therefore be protected and enhanced. 

 

8.9 It is recognised that viability is a key factor in the repurposing of mill buildings for residential 

and employment uses and the Mills Strategy therefore sets out a broad overview of the 

potential for conversion of the individual mills to residential and employment uses, which 

is factored into the overall categorisation of each individual mill as high, medium or low 

priority.  However, the first stage of the assessment is to identify those mills that make the 

greatest contribution to the local distinctiveness, sense of place and landscape character of 

Oldham and, as such, the landscape and heritage assessments are given greater weight in 

the overall categorisation of the individual mills as high, medium or low priority, particularly 

as detailed, site specific viability appraisals of each individual mill are beyond the scope of 

this project. 

 
8.10 On this basis, a mill that scores ‘high’ against landscape and heritage will generally be given 

a ‘high’ score overall irrespective of the outcome of the assessment on housing and 

employment potential.  This would indicate that there should be a clear presumption in 

favour of the retention of the mill in question by virtue of its landscape and heritage value 
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and any future proposal seeking the loss of such a mill should be accompanied by robust 

evidence, including detailed, site specific viability appraisals and marketing information to 

demonstrate that there is no realistic prospect of the mill being repurposed for viable 

alternative uses. 

 
8.11 In terms of the overall scoring there are circumstances where an individual mill score may, 

for example, be high on landscape and medium on heritage.  However, the medium score 

bracket for heritage value ranges from between 0 and 2.0, which is then taken into account 

in formulating an overall score.  By way of example, for any mills scoring within the upper 

range of medium (i.e. >1.5), the overall score will generally be given as high (i.e. the mill will 

score high for landscape and will be an ‘upper’ medium for heritage value). 

 
8.12 The overall scoring for each mill is therefore set out below within Table 8.2: 

 

Table 8.2:  Overall Scoring 

Mill Landscape Heritage Housing 
Potential  

Employment 
Potential 

Overall 

Ace Mill High Medium Medium High High 
Adelaide Mill Medium High Medium Medium Medium 
Albert Mill Medium Medium Low High Medium 
Alliance Mill Low Low Low Low Low 
Austerlands Mill Medium Medium High Low Medium 
Bee Mill Low Low Medium High Low 
Belgrave Mill Medium Medium Low High Medium 
Bell Mill High High Low Medium High 
Briar Mill High Medium Low High High 
Britannia Mill Low Low Low Low Low 
Cairo Mill High High Low Medium High 
Delta Mill Medium Medium Medium High Medium 
Dob Lane End Low Low Medium High Low 
Duke Mill Medium Medium Medium High Medium 
Earl Mill High High Low High High 
Elm Mill High Medium Low High Medium 
Falcon Mill Medium High Low Medium High 
Fir Mill High Medium Medium High High 
Forge Mill Low Low Low Medium Low 
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Mill Landscape Heritage Housing 
Potential  

Employment 
Potential 

Overall 

Fountain Mill Low Medium Medium Medium Medium 
Gatehead Mill Medium Medium High Low Medium 
Gorse Mill No. 1 High High Medium High High 
Grape Mill Medium Medium Low Medium Medium 
Greenfield Mills Medium Medium High Low Medium 
Greengate Mill Low Low Low High Low 
Haybottoms Mill Medium Medium High Medium Medium 
Heron Mill High High Low High High 
Ivy Mill High High Low High High 
Jubilee Mill Medium Medium Medium Low Medium 
Jubilee Mill 
(Fulling) 

Medium Medium Low Medium Medium 

Kinders Lane Mill Low Medium High Medium Low 
Knarr Mill Medium Medium High Low Medium 
Lane End Mill Low Low Medium High Low 
Lilac Mill High Medium Low High Medium 
Lily Mill High Medium Low High Medium 
Longrange Mill High High Low Medium High 
Lumb Mill Medium Medium High Medium Medium 
Majestic Mill High High Low Medium High 
Malta Mill High High Low High High 
Marlborough (No. 
1) Mill 

High High Medium High High 

Morton Mill Low Low Medium Medium Low 
Oak View Mills Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium 
Osborne Mill High Medium Low Medium High 
Paradise Mill Low Low Low Medium Low 
Pingle Mill Medium Medium Medium Low Medium 
Prince of Wales 
Mill 

Low Medium Medium Medium Low 

Ram Mill High Medium Low High High 
Rasping Mill High High High Low High 
Raven Mill High High Low High High 
Slackcote Mill High Medium Medium Low High 
Springfield Mill Low Low Medium High Low 
Springfield Works Low Low Medium Medium Low 
Stockfield Mill High Medium Low High Medium 
Swan Mill High High Medium High High 
Thornham Mill High Medium Low Medium Medium 
Vale Mill, 
Chamber Road 

High Medium Low High Medium 
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Mill Landscape Heritage Housing 
Potential  

Employment 
Potential 

Overall 

Vale Mill, 
Stockfield Road 

Low Low Medium High Low 

Vine Mill Medium Medium Low Medium Medium 
Warth Mill High Medium Medium Medium High 
Waterside Mill Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium 
Wellington Mill Medium Medium Medium Low Medium 
Werneth Mill, 
Manchester Road 

Low Low Low Medium Low 

Werneth Mill, 
Henley Street 

High High Low Medium High 

Woodend Mill Low Low Medium Low Low 
 

8.13 The assessment identifies that 22 of the mills are classified as high priority. A further 26 

mills are classified as medium, with the remaining 16 mills classified as being low priority. 
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9. STRATEGY, POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS & ACTION 

PLAN 
 
Landscape & Heritage Value – Key Findings 

 
9.1 The mills across Oldham provide clear symbols of the industrial heritage of the town and 

help define the distinctive character of the Borough. The prevalence of large scale mills and 

their distribution across the Borough ensures that they are permanent and ubiquitous 

reminders of the importance of the town as the main cotton spinning centre in Lancashire 

thereby helping to define local identity and a clear sense of place. 

 

9.2 The Landscape Overview prepared by Martin Woolley Landscape Architects reaffirms the 

contribution that the mill stock makes in defining the distinctive character of Oldham and 

demonstrates that its landscape character would be irreversibly changed if particular 

individual mills or clusters of mills were demolished or significantly altered to the extent 

that the original mill character is permanently lost. The Landscape Overview identifies that 

36 of the subject mills are of high value to Oldham’s landscape character. The boom in the 

cotton spinning industry in the late-19th and early-20th century coupled with advances in 

construction techniques led to the construction of a number of large scale mills in close 

proximity to one another around the main built up area of modern day Oldham. The 

Landscape Overview identifies that the clustering of groups of mills within these areas 

provide a unique landscape characteristic and give Oldham an exceptionally strong sense 

of place. 
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9.3 The Mills Strategy has also sought to establish the heritage significance of each individual 

mill based on archaeological interest, historic interest and its architectural / aesthetic 

interest, as well as the contribution of each mill to the sense of place experienced within 

that area.  It has been established that all the subject mills have some degree of heritage 

significance and provide some contribution to the story of milling in Oldham.  However, 14 

of the mills have been considerably altered impacting on their character as a mill and 

thereby significantly reducing any architectural or historic interest that they may possess 

and these mills are therefore considered to be of low value in heritage terms. The 

assessment has identified 16 mills that score highly in terms of both historic and 

architectural interest, with the remaining mills assessed as being of medium value in terms 

of heritage. 

 

9.4 The mill stock therefore forms a fundamental part of Oldham’s historic environment and 

give the landscape of Oldham a clear distinctive character. However, without a sustainable 

use many mills fall into disrepair and are ultimately lost, as has been seen across Oldham 

in recent years. The majority of the mill stock within Oldham does however remain in good 

condition and is in active use, particularly those mills within established employment areas 

providing well-utilised premises for a range of employment generating uses. There are 

however some notable exceptions where mills have stood vacant for a prolonged period 

and, as a result, have fallen into disrepair and attracted anti-social behaviour. These mills 

have therefore become blights on local communities and it is therefore important that 

these sites are repurposed in order to secure their long term sustainability and deliver 

positive outcomes for local communities. 

 

9.5 Mill sites are overwhelmingly located within highly accessible locations within the main 

urban area and repurposed mill sites can potentially play an important role in 

accommodating future housing and employment development needs and minimising the 
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release of Green Belt land. However, viability will be key to the successful regeneration of 

such sites with mill redevelopment projects often requiring assistance to overcome market 

failures. The evidence also suggests that a permissive policy approach and realistic 

expectations from LPAs in relation to planning obligations, as well as realistic expectations 

in terms of land values from landowners is required in order to support the delivery of such 

schemes.  This section of the study therefore seeks to outline how a sustainable future for 

the mill stock could be secured.  A summary of recommended actions is contained within 

Paragraph 9.90 and Appendix 8. 

 

A Sustainable Future for the Mill Stock 

 

9.6 The Mill Strategy has considered the potential repurposing of the subject mill sites for 

housing and employment uses and individual action plans / site appraisals have been 

prepared for each of the mills and are contained within Appendix 5 (High Priority Mills), 

Appendix 6 (Medium Priority Mills) and Appendix 7 (Low Priority Mills).  The site appraisals 

include advice on the potential strategy for the individual mills to secure their sustainable 

future having regard to the assessment of the housing and employment potential of the 

individual mills and other site specific constraints and planning considerations that will 

impact upon the future use of the mill sites, including the local context and surrounding land 

uses. 

 

Residential Opportunities 

 

9.7 The current housing requirement for the Borough is a minimum of 693 homes per year 

utilising the government’s standard methodology for calculating local housing need. Places 

for Everyone (PfE), formerly ‘Greater Manchester’s Plan for Homes, Jobs and the Environment 

– the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework’ (GMSF), proposes a stepped housing 
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requirement for Oldham of 352 homes per year for 2021 to 2025, 680 homes per year for 

2025 to 2030 and 868 homes per year for 2030 to 2037.  This equates to an average of 

680 homes per year or 10,884 homes in total over the plan period (2021-2037).   

 

9.8 The Local Housing Needs Assessment identifies a particular need for 3-4 bedroom houses 

over the Plan period, as well as an increasing proportion of bungalows. The Local Housing 

Needs Assessment also highlights a marked increase in the need for older person’s 

specialist accommodation under the expectation and aspiration scenarios. However, having 

regard to the Council’s current housing requirements and adopting the aspirational 

scenario, the analysis identifies a need for less than 50 flats per annum over the Plan period 

and, accordingly, it is evident that the conversion of the existing mill stock to flats would 

make a relatively limited contribution to meeting identified housing needs.  The mill stock 

could however potentially help contribute to meeting the need for older person’s specialist 

accommodation through the conversion of existing buildings, particularly where such mills 

occupy highly accessible locations within stronger market areas. 

 

9.9 The site assessment work has established that the overwhelming majority of the mills 

assessed as part of the Mills Strategy lie within allocated employment areas or within 

established unallocated industrial / trading estate settings.  Accordingly, the majority of the 

mills within such settings are evidently unlikely to be suitable for future residential use. 

 

9.10 The mills located within existing employment areas help support the local economy 

providing employment premises for a range of employment-generating uses that are 

appropriate within allocated employment areas and within other established industrial / 

trading estate locations. It is therefore evident that mills within such locations that are 

currently within or were last in use for employment generating purposes should be retained 

in such use unless it can be demonstrated that there is no realistic prospect of a continuing 
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employment generating use or where the redevelopment of the site in isolation or in 

conjunction with neighbouring sites and premises would deliver wider regeneration and 

community benefits in line with established policy objectives. 

 
9.11 A number of the mills are also located within weaker market areas where capital values are 

lower and a number of the mills, particularly those that have fallen into a state of disrepair, 

will be subject to significant costs of adaptation that can make them commercially 

unappealing to deliver new homes. 

 
9.12 The overwhelming majority of the identified sites are in established use and are therefore 

unlikely to deliver new housing in the short term (0-5 years). However, as detailed within 

the individual site appraisals, the following seven mill sites currently stand vacant and are 

considered to represent appropriate locations for new housing development in principle: 

 

Elm Mill & Lily Mills 

 

9.13 Elm Mill and Lily Mills lie within Shaw and currently form part of a Business Employment 

Area allocation. On this basis, any proposals that come forward for the refurbishment / 

repurposing of the buildings for employment use should be viewed as being acceptable in 

principle. 

 

9.14 However, the landowners have indicated that the occupiers of the respective buildings have 

now vacated leaving a large, vacant brownfield site within Shaw, with limited interest from 

potential commercial occupiers. It is considered that, subject to demonstrating compliance 

with established loss of employment land policies, the site would represent an appropriate 

location for new housing in principle. 
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9.15 Elm Mill and Lily Mills have been identified as being of high landscape value and as part of 

a key mill cluster and, as such, there should be a clear presumption for the retention of the 

existing buildings. The landowner has indicated that the retention of this mill for housing 

would be challenging in policy, market, and viability terms. However, this would need to be 

robustly demonstrated as part of any future application seeking the loss of the existing 

buildings5. 

 

Greenfield Mills 

 

9.16 Greenfield Mills are identified as a 

major developed site in the Green Belt 

in the adopted Local Plan. The site has 

been vacant since circa 2001 and 

subsequently some of the building on 

site have deteriorated.  The site also 

has relatively poor accessibility to 

services due to its rural location. 

 

9.17 However, Greenfield Mills forms part of a draft mixed-use allocation within the Places for 

Everyone Publication Draft (August 2021) which will deliver new residential development 

as well as a range of commercial, leisure and retail facilities.  It is apparent that the original 

built elements of the mills should be retained as far as possible as part of the 

comprehensive redevelopment of the site and converted for residential uses or an 

appropriate range of commercial and leisure uses to support the sustainability of the new 

residential community to be created as part of the development of the wider site. 

 

 
5 Following the original assessment, an outline planning application for the redevelopment of the site to deliver upto 400 dwellings 
facilitated by the demolition of the mills has been granted subject to the completion of a S.106 Agreement (LPA Ref. OUT/345898/20) 

 
Greenfield Mills 
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9.18 It is also considered that any future applications should be accompanied by a Heritage 

Statement to provide clear justification for the approach adopted and should also consider 

how social significance of the mills could be incorporated into the scheme.  A building 

recording exercise should also be undertaken for any elements of the mill grouping to be 

lost as part of any future redevelopment proposals. 

 

Jubilee Mill 

 

9.19  Jubilee Mill is not subject to any specific land use or environmental designations within the 

adopted Development Plan. The mill currently stands vacant and occupies a relatively 

accessible location within the main urban area. 

 

9.20 The surrounding land uses are predominantly residential with the exception of a number of 

small industrial units to the east.  It is considered that the site would be suitable for 

residential use in principle, with a general presumption for the retention of the existing mill 

building given its assessment as being of medium value in both landscape and heritage 

terms.  However, it is apparent that viability is likely to present a key challenge in relation 

to the residential conversion of Jubilee Mill and, as such, a progressive and supportive policy 

framework and decision-making approach will be needed to support any such proposal, 

including relaxing affordable housing contributions and other planning obligations.  There 

may also be a requirement to access funding support to secure the delivery of a residential 

conversion scheme on the site. 

 

Jubilee Mill (Fulling) 

 

9.21 Jubilee Mill (Fulling) lies within the Green Belt and stands vacant with the remaining mill 

buildings in a dilapidated state. 
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9.22 The site was subject to a recent planning application for demolition of the existing mill 

buildings to enable the erection of 11 No. dwellings, which was refused on 4th September 

2021 on highway grounds. It is however considered that the residential development of the 

site may be appropriate in principle subject to compliance with established Green Belt policy 

requirements and subject to satisfactorily addressing the highways issues. 

 
9.23 The mill has been identified as being of medium value in both landscape and heritage terms 

and, as such, there should be a general presumption for the retention of the key elements 

of the existing mill buildings.  However, it is acknowledged that, given the dilapidated 

condition of the existing buildings, this may not be feasible.  Nevertheless, this should be 

robustly demonstrating as part of any on-going or future planning application involving the 

loss of the existing buildings and building recording should be undertaken where any loss is 

seen to be justified. 

 
 

 
Figure 7.1:  Jubilee Mill (Fulling) Historic Map 
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Prince of Wales Mill 

 

9.24 The Prince of Wales Mill is not designated 

for a specific land use purpose within the 

adopted Development Plan and occupies a 

highly accessible location within the main 

urban area. Planning permission has 

previously been granted for the residential 

conversion of the building, although this 

consent has not been implemented and it is recognised that viability is likely to be a 

particular challenge in this location. 

 

Thornham Mill 

 

9.25 Thornham Mill occupies a prominent location adjacent to the A671 within a predominantly 

residential area towards the north of the settlement of Royton. The mill buildings have 

stood vacant for a prolonged period and, coupled with limited maintenance during this 

period, have fallen into a state of disrepair and are having a significant adverse impact on 

the visual amenity of the area and the wider local community. The site occupies an 

accessible location within the main urban area and therefore represents an entirely 

appropriate location for new housing in principle. 

 
Prince of Wales Mill 
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9.26 Thornham Mill has been identified as being of high value in landscape terms and medium 

value in relation to heritage. The site is also identified as forming part of an identified key 

mill cluster and there should be a clear presumption in favour of the retention of the mill in 

this context.  However, it is apparent that viability is likely to present a key challenge in 

relation to the residential conversion of Thornham Mill and, as such, a progressive and 

supportive policy framework and decision-making approach is likely to be needed to 

support any such proposal, including relaxing affordable housing contributions and other 

planning obligations.  There may also be a requirement to access funding support to secure 

the delivery of a residential conversion scheme on the site.  It is clear the early engagement 

between the LPA and landowner would be advisable to discuss opportunities to support 

the retention of the building and its repurposing for long term, viable use. 

 

 

 

 
Thornham Mill 
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Wellington Mill 

 

9.27 Wellington Mill forms part of a mixed-use allocation within the Development Plan, although 

the site is currently vacant. 

 

9.28 The site occupies an entirely acceptable location for residential use in principle and, based 

on the housing potential assessment that has been undertaken, it is considered that the 

residential conversion of the building is a realistic option, which could involve conversion to 

specialist older person’s accommodation in view of the accessible location of the site within 

a strong market area.  However, a progressive and supportive policy framework and 

decision-making approach may be required to support any such proposal, including relaxing 

affordable housing contributions and other planning obligations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Wellington Mill 
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9.29 There are therefore a limited number of mills that are considered to represent suitable sites 

for housing in the short term (i.e. within five years).  However, the assessment has also 

identified that the following sites may be suitable for residential use, primarily in the 

medium to longer term (i.e. beyond five years) either through the conversion of the existing 

building or redevelopment and subject to demonstrating that there is no realistic prospect 

of a continuing employment use and / or existing tenants can be relocated to more 

appropriate employment sites elsewhere in the Borough to secure wider regeneration 

benefits through the redevelopment of the site for new housing: 

 

Table 9.1:  Longer Term Prospective Housing Sites 

Mill Total Overall Score 
Alliance Mill Low 
Austerlands Mill Medium 
Bell Mill High 
Britannia Mill Low 
Cairo Mill High 
Delta Mill Medium 
Duke Mill Medium 
Fir Mill High 
Gatehead Mill Medium 
Grape Mill Medium 
Haybottoms Mill Medium 
Heron Mill High 
Kinders Lane Mill Low 
Knarr Mill Medium 
Lane End Mill Low 
Longrange Mill High 
Lumb Mill Medium 
Majestic Mill High 
Marlborough (No. 1) Mill High 
Oak View Mills Medium 
Paradise Mill Low 
Pingle Mill Medium 
Rasping Mill High 
Raven Mill High 
Slackcote Mill High 
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Mill Total Overall Score 
Springfield Works Low 
Vine Mill Medium 
Warth Mill High 
Waterside Mill Medium 
Werneth Mill (Henley Street) High 
Woodend Mill Low 

 

9.30 The overwhelming majority of the sites outlined within Table 9.1 are within designated 

employment areas and / or within established employment use and the expectation 

therefore is that these sites will be retained in such use for at least the short to medium 

term (i.e. 0-10 years). 

 

9.31 However, residential use has been identified as a potential alternative future use for the 

sites in question in the event that the established employment use ceases, particularly 

where such sites lie to the edge of established employment areas or form part of small 

industrial / trading estate settings within a predominantly residential setting.  The majority 

of the mills identified in Table 9.1 have been assessed as being high or medium priority 

overall and, as such, there should be a presumption in favour of the retention of the mill 

buildings as part of any future proposals.  It is acknowledged that there may be policy, 

market or viability challenges associated with the retention of such buildings, however, this 

would need to be robustly demonstrated as part of any future proposals involving the loss 

of such buildings and that the benefits of the proposed development would outweigh the 

harm arising from the loss of any original mill elements. 

 

9.32 Whilst the sites identified above are considered to represent appropriate locations for new 

housing in principle in either the short or longer term, it is imperative that the LPA recognise 

the risks associated with bringing such sites forward, particularly large-scale mill sites, and 

adopt a progressive and supportive policy framework and decision-making approach to 

support such proposals. This could include relaxing affordable housing contributions and 
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other planning obligations, which can significantly impact on the delivery of such schemes 

subject to appropriate viability testing. 

 

9.33 Moreover, feedback received following stakeholder meetings with developers, as well as 

anecdotal evidence from other stakeholders, has identified that unrealistic landowner 

aspirations on land value can often mean that a residential conversion scheme that appears 

viable based upon a viability appraisal cannot ultimately be delivered.  It is therefore 

recommended that the LPA actively engage with individual land owners and agents where 

such issues may be in play, which will also provide an opportunity to set out the LPA’s 

approach in relation to the building in question, such as that the demolition of the building 

will not be supported where it is of landscape and heritage value and that appropriate 

remedial enforcement action will be taken against owners as necessary to ensure that such 

buildings do not fall into a state of disrepair as a result of neglect and lack of maintenance.  

This approach would also allow early positive discussions to take place between 

landowners and the LPA as to how a viable, long term use for a particular mill could be 

secured and to identify any site specific constraints and opportunities that would need to 

be addressed.  This could also involve input from Oldham Council’s Business & Housing 

Teams to establish what forms of grants and funding options may be available. 

 

9.34 However, even with a supportive policy approach and realistic landowner aspirations, it is 

apparent that some mill schemes will require further financial support to support the 

delivery of new uses to secure the sustainable future of the mills, as detailed later within 

this section. 
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Employment Potential 

 

9.35 The majority of the subject mills stock are located within designated employment areas or 

within existing industrial / trading estate locations.  The image and table contained overleaf 

identifies the mills located within designated employment areas: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Priority Sector BEAs Swan Mill; Ram Mill; Gorse Mill No. 1; Ace Mill; Greengate 
Mill; Albert Mill 

BEAs & SEAs Ivy Mill; Vale Mill (Hollinwood); Earl Mill; Belgrave Mills; 
Werneth Mill; Vale Mill (Chadderton); Stockfield Mill; Fir Mill; 
Bee Mill; Springfield Mill; Elm Mill; Lily Mills; Briar Mill; Lilac 
Mill; Fountain Mill; Forge Mill; Adelaide Mill; Rasping Mill; 
Lumb Mill; Gatehead Mill; Warth Mill; Haybottoms Mill; Oak 
View Mills; Kinders Lane Mill; Waterside Mill 

Figure 9.2:  Mills Within Designated Employment Areas 
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9.36 There are a range of allocated Business Employment Areas (BEAs) and Saddleworth 

Employment Areas (SEAs) across the Borough to provide for a broad and diverse range of 

employment generating uses, which will help meet the needs of a changing local economy 

and provide opportunities for investment for new businesses and existing firms. There are 

a number of other established industrial / trading estates across the Borough which are not 

formally allocated for employment use within the adopted Development Plan but which 

provide low cost employment premises for a range of types of business. 

 

9.37 An ‘arc of opportunity’ is also identified within the adopted Development Plan of key 

development locations for businesses to underpin future economic prosperity. This area 

stretches from Oldham Town Centre through to the Chadderton Technology Park, 

Foxdenton and Broadway in Chadderton and onto Hollinwood Business District. The recent 

SIF Refresh has identified that construction; health and social care; digital industries; 

business and professional services; manufacturing sub sectors; and logistics are key 

employment sectors for Oldham and that the Foxdenton, Hollinwood and Greengate / 

Broadgate BEAs have the greatest potential to attract and accommodate priority sectors. 

 

9.38 The overwhelming majority of the subject mills lie within established employment areas 

and are currently in active employment generating use providing accommodation for single 

tenants (e.g. storage and distribution warehouses) or low cost premises for a number of 

businesses within an individual mill. These mills have therefore secured a viable use 

appropriate within their wider land use setting and, as such, the continuation of these 

established uses will represent the most sustainable option for these mills going forward. 

 

9.39 There will however inevitably be some mill buildings within established employment areas 

that are underutilised, particularly the upper floors, or which may become vacant in the 

short term, for example at the end of a lease period or due to business failure, which may 
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become more prevalent as the wider economic impacts of COVID-19 become clearer. It is 

apparent that the existing mill stock can provide low cost premises within established 

employment areas that could prove attractive to a number of the identified key sectors 

within the SIF Refresh, including manufacturing and logistics particularly those with good 

connectivity to Manchester and the wider motorway network such as those mills located 

within designated employment areas to the west of Oldham including Swan Mill, Ram Mill, 

Gorse Mill No.1, Ace Mill, Greengate Mill and Albert Mill. 

 

9.40 The existing mill buildings could also provide potential scope for conversion to business 

centres, as has been seen with previous schemes in Oldham (e.g. Earl Business Centre) and 

elsewhere in the country, and could provide affordable start-up units for the digital industry 

and financial and professional services sectors, which are identified as being key for the 

Borough within the recent SIF Refresh. 

 

9.41 Oldham Council has also recently published a Green New Deal Strategy 2020-2025, which 

sets out carbon neutrality targets whilst also bringing a new focus on building the green 

economic sector in Oldham to generate inward investment, jobs and training opportunities 

for residents. The strategy identifies that the Green Technology Services sector is one of 

the fastest growing UK economic sectors and supports over 37,000 jobs across Greater 

Manchester. It is identified that Oldham has a strong asset base for developing the Green 

Technology Services Sector and the existing mill stock, alongside other support 

mechanisms (e.g. reduced business rates) could contribute to the development of this 

sector, providing suitable accommodation with competitive rental levels in accessible 

locations. 

 

9.42 The overwhelming majority of the mills across the Borough are located within existing 

employment areas and are in well-established employment generating use. These mills 
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have secured an appropriate viable use appropriate within their wider land use setting and, 

as such, continuation of the existing use will overwhelmingly represent the most 

sustainable option for those mills going forward. Individual mill buildings / sites could also 

provide suitable locations to support priority economic sectors within the Borough, 

particularly those that are well-related to the Manchester and the motorway network with 

the designated BEAs to the west of the Borough. This could include providing premises and 

sites for the logistics; manufacturing sub-sectors; digital industries; financial and 

professional services; as well as the Green Technology Services sector.  There may also be 

an increased demand for storage and distribution facilities as a result of changing consumer 

habits as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

9.43 It is therefore recommended that a supportive environment should be developed in order 

to maximise the contribution that suitable mill sites within appropriate and attractive 

locations can make to supporting established and emerging key sectors within Oldham 

through both a positive planning regime and other support mechanisms.  This could include 

the inclusion of mill sites within identified Green Business Districts and providing business 

rates incentives for the occupation of mills by new and relocating businesses, where 

appropriate.  

 
9.44 Moreover, a marketing strategy could be developed collaboratively between bodies 

including Oldham Council, the Local Enterprise Partnership, mill owners, local business 

groups and other key stakeholders to promote the existing mill stock to accommodate key 

employment sectors highlighting the potential suitability of mill buildings to accommodate 

such sectors, competitive rental levels and the strategic advantages offered by Oldham 

relative to the motorway network. 

 
9.45 The Council should also seek to work positively and proactively with mill owners and other 

key stakeholders in relation to individual mills that may become partly or fully vacant in the 
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future to develop individual mill-specific strategies to support the active re-use of the 

building in question, which could involve input from representatives of the Council’s 

Business Team, the Local Enterprise Partnership and Historic England. 

 
9.46 It should also be acknowledged that innovative solutions may be required to support the 

full occupation of individual mills that are currently underutilised, particularly the upper 

floors of such buildings.  This approach could include allowing a broader mix of uses within 

individual mills, which may not necessarily be fully compliant with established 

Development Plan policies relating to designated employment areas, such as the provision 

of residential uses (e.g. flats, older person’s accommodation, live / work type units), 

community or leisure uses in appropriate circumstances where the benefits of securing the 

active re-use of mill buildings could be seen to outweigh potential conflicts with established 

Development Plan policies. 

 
9.47 However, it is recognised that, due to the age, scale, format and condition of former mill 

buildings, it may not be economically viable to secure the repurposing of individual mills to 

provide modern, fit for purpose employment / commercial floorspace.  However, this would 

need to be robustly demonstrated as part of any future proposals involving the loss of such 

buildings, particularly the identified high and medium priority mills, and that the benefits of 

the proposed development would outweigh the harm arising from the loss of any original 

mill elements.  

 

Other Potential Uses 

 

9.48 There are also numerous examples from across the North of England highlighting that 

textile mills can be successfully repurposed to accommodate a range of other uses, 

including civic, community, cultural, leisure and retail facilities. 
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9.49 The ‘Engines of Prosperity: New Uses for Old Mills North West’ report provides case studies of 

a number of mills across the region that have been successfully converted to provide a 

range of new uses to secure their long term sustainability. This includes Holmes Mill in 

Clitheroe that has been converted to a mixed use leisure destination and Pendle Village Mill 

which has been repurposed to create a retail hub. The report highlights a number of key 

factors that have helped secure the conversion of the mills to such uses: 

 

▪ Involvement of risk tolerant land owners with development experience and a clear 

vision; 

▪ Early engagement and a proactive and positive approach from the Local Authority 

to assist in overcoming obstacles; 

▪ Location and timing can be key to the viability of the development; 

▪ The availability of funding is critical to the regeneration of mill projects; 

▪ Involvement of well-organised trusts or other non-for-profit organisations can 

unlock opportunities for significant grant funding to plug financial gaps. 

 

9.50 It is therefore evident that mill buildings can be successfully repurposed to a range of other 

uses, however, previous case studies highlight that the above factors will be fundamental 

to the delivery of such schemes. It is clear that early engagement between landowners; 

trust or other non-for-profit organisations; or other parties seeking to bring such schemes 

forward will be critical alongside access to funding. It is also apparent that the delivery of 

such schemes elsewhere in the Region have been aided by a proactive and positive 

approach from the Local Authority to overcome potential obstacles. 

 

9.51 The LPA should also consider the scope for existing individual mill buildings to 

accommodate future publicly funded civic, community or education uses as a potential 

avenue to secure the long term sustainability of individual mill buildings that are 
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appropriately located to accommodate such uses to meet the long term needs of the 

community. 

 

Funding Opportunities 

 

9.52 A fundamental issue for the renovation of mills is commercial viability and much of the mill 

stock within Oldham subject to this assessment lies within weaker market areas where 

capital values are lower and a number of mills, particularly those that have fallen into a state 

of disrepair, will be subject to significant costs of adaptation that make them commercially 

unappealing to deliver new uses suited to modern occupiers. The availability of funding is 

therefore crucial to the delivery of mill redevelopment schemes, although securing 

commercial funding can be challenging due to the upfront costs and risk profile of mill 

conversion schemes, particularly in weaker market areas such as those within Oldham 

where the majority of the subject mills are located. A brief overview of identified funding 

streams that could potentially be utilised to support the delivery of mill site regeneration 

schemes is therefore contained below. 

 

9.53 The ‘Engines of Prosperity: New Use for Old Mills North West’ report addresses the availability 

of debt funding finance for development schemes and specifically highlights research of the 

investment market which indicates that where mills are located in unfavourable market 

locations, there is often uncertainty from an occupier perspective to make an investment 

proposition viable and that heritage assets are still viewed by some institutions as a non-

mainstream investment class. The report also highlights that there does remain a strong 

appetite from institutions to invest where the conditions are right and this is likely to mean 

pre-let development. 
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9.54 A number of areas of public sector funding have also been identified that may provide 

opportunities to support the regeneration of existing mill sites: 

 

Home Building Fund 

 

9.55 The 2017 Budget set out plans to increase funding available through the Home Building 

Fund from £3billion to £4.5billion to support the delivery of new homes across England. The 

Home Building Fund is a flexible form of funding administered by Homes England on behalf 

of the Government. The fund provides development finance providing loan funding to meet 

the development costs of building homes for sale or rent, as well as infrastructure finance 

providing loan funding for site preparation and the infrastructure needed to enable housing 

to progress and to prepare land for development. Finance is available to all private sector 

organisations involved in delivering new homes and the provision of enabled sites ready for 

residential-led schemes. The fund is subject to some core eligibility criteria, including a 

requirement for applicants to demonstrate that without the funding the scheme would not 

progress quickly, or at all; the borrower must be a private sector entity which has majority 

control over the site; the project must deliver at least five homes; and infrastructure 

projects must ultimately lead to the development of new housing. 

 

9.56 The Home Building Fund has recently been used to support the delivery of the conversion 

of Weir Mill in Stockport to provide 250 flats supported by a £7million Housing 

Infrastructure Fund loan and could therefore provide a potential funding opportunity for 

private sector developers seeking to deliver marginal mill conversion schemes within 

Oldham. 
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Levelling Up Fund 

 

9.57 The Levelling Up Fund was announced in the Spending Review and will invest in local 

infrastructure covering a range of high value local investment priorities, including local 

transport schemes, urban regeneration projects and cultural assets. The Fund is jointly 

managed by HM Treasury (HMT), the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local 

Government (MHCLG) and the Department for Transport (DfT). 

 

9.58 The Levelling Up Fund is a competitive fund and the first round will focus on three themes: 

smaller transport projects that make a genuine difference to local areas; town centre and 

high street regeneration; and support for maintaining and expanding cultural and heritage 

assets.  This will include investment to upgrade eyesore buildings and dated infrastructure, 

the acquisition and regeneration of brownfield sites, as well as regenerating or creatively 

heritage assets and may therefore present an opportunity to secure funding for the 

repurposing of mill buildings within Oldham. 

 

Heritage Enterprise 

 

9.59 The Heritage Enterprise process has been introduced for projects that seek to achieve 

economic growth by investing in heritage. It is aimed at community organisations and 

commercial organisations working in partnership with community organisations to help 

them rescue neglected historic buildings and sites and return them to viable productive use. 

Heritage Enterprise is designed to bridge the funding gap that prevents a historic asset in 

need of repair from being returned to a beneficial and commercial use. The case for grant 

funding through the Heritage Enterprise will be dependent upon their being a conservation 

deficit (i.e. the existing value of the heritage asset plus the cost of bringing it back into use 

is greater than the value of the development that has been completed). 
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9.60 The Heritage Enterprise process funds not-for-profit organisation or partnerships between 

commercial and not-for-profit organisations and a key aim of the process is the integration 

of commercial and community interests within heritage-led regeneration projects. 

 

9.61 The Heritage Enterprise process ultimately aims to unlock heritage assets in need of 

investment and utilise them as a stimulus for economic growth, which will primarily involve 

the repair and adaptation of a historic building or grouping of historic buildings for an end 

use that generates a sustainable commercial income. Priority will be given to projects that 

are located within areas of the UK that are experiencing economic disadvantage and which 

focus on heritage assets that are considered ‘at risk’ and formally designated (e.g. listed or 

locally listed building, scheduled monument or in a conservation area). 

 

9.62 Applications for grants through Heritage Enterprise will be considered solely on the basis 

of the conservation deficit and not on the applicant’s inability to fund a commercially viable 

scheme. It is expected that the fund will support an economic use that creates sufficient 

revenue to provide a reasonable return for the owner / developer and provide enough 

income to pay for ongoing maintenance and repair of the heritage asset once the 

development is completed. The Heritage Enterprise process will also consider projects that 

focus on residential / social housing where it is demonstrated that this is the most 

appropriate economically viable use for a building or group of buildings and where local 

need for housing is clearly evidenced. 

 

Architectural Heritage Fund 

 

9.63 The AHF’s Heritage Impact Fund offers loans from £25,000 to £500,000 to support 

applicants who are undertaking a capital project or are looking to build upon or scale-up an 
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existing enterprise. The Heritage Impact Fund provides funds to applicants across the UK 

seeking to acquire, reuse or redevelop buildings which are of historic or architectural 

importance, which could include buildings which are listed, in Conservation Areas or that 

may be of special significance in the community. The end use should be financially viable 

and help support the objectives of the organisation and provide impact to or benefits to the 

communities in which buildings are based. The fund is only open to formally constituted 

and incorporated charities, community businesses or social enterprises whose members 

have limited liability. 

 

9.64 The AHF also offers loan finance for purposes which are not eligible for funding through the 

Heritage Impact Fund. These include projects which may require longer-term finance or 

demonstrate less community benefit than is required to access HIF funding. A loan could 

provide mortgage-style finance secured against a restored asset providing affordable 

housing or a community space or may enable a Trust to restore and sell on a historic 

building. 

 

Tax Incremental Funding 

 

9.65 The ‘Engines of Prosperity: New Use for Old Mills North West’ report also highlights a potential 

opportunity to utilise Tax Incremental Financing to enable the upfront abnormal or gap 

funding costs of a mill development scheme to be met. This is a means by which the tax 

revenues generated by a project are recycled back into the scheme, primarily at the outset 

by utilising borrowing against the projected tax revenue stream. It is principally used in 

connection with commercial projects that generate business rate income, however, ‘Engines 

of Prosperity: New Use for Old Mills North West’ highlights that this model could potentially be 

applied to residential schemes utilising New Homes Bonus and / or a proportion of Council 

Tax receipts. 
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Local Authority Funding 

 

9.66 A number of Local Authorities across the country have sought to acquire property assets 

taking advantage of low borrowing rates offered by the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB) 

to fund the acquisition. Local Authorities have been able to take advantage of the difference 

between below market interest rate paid and the market rate that can be subsequently 

charged for the asset. This is an approach that Oldham Council could consider working in 

isolation or as part of a joint venture to secure the delivery of suitable mill redevelopment 

opportunities across the Borough. However, the authority will evidently need to give careful 

consideration as to whether it has the resources to acquire mill assets and bring them 

forward for redevelopment, particularly in view of the identified risks associated with mill 

conversion schemes. 

 

9.67 It is apparent that commercial viability is a fundamental issue in the delivery of mill 

redevelopment schemes, although there are evidently opportunities available to support 

the delivery of such schemes. However, it is apparent that economic uncertainty created 

following the COVID-19 pandemic may affect potential funding options for mill conversion 

schemes and it is important that the Council remain proactive in identifying potential 

funding streams that remain available to support landowners, developers and other parties 

seeking to bring forward such schemes. 

 

Enforcement Action & Associated Measures to Secure Retention of 

Mill Buildings 

 

9.68 There are notable examples of mills that have stood vacant for a prolonged period and, as 

a result of inactivity and a lack of general maintenance and upkeep by the landowner, these 
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buildings fall into disrepair and attract anti-social behaviour. These mills have therefore 

become blights on local communities and can lead to pressure for the demolition of the 

buildings, which can ultimately lead to an erosion of local identity and sense of place. 

 

9.69 It is important that early signs of neglect are detected as historic buildings can begin to 

decline rapidly and become targets for vandalism. The effect of this on local communities 

and their experience of place is clear. Where buildings are beginning to fall into a state of 

decline, the local authority should identify the owner of the mill buildings and make contact 

to draw their attention to these signs. Prompt action will prevent repair costs escalating 

and avoid the loss of historic fabric. 

  

S.215 Notices 

 

9.70 In relation to non-designated mill buildings, there are limited enforcement measures which 

can be taken to improve the condition of a site under Section 215 of the Town and Country 

Planning Act 1990. A Section 215 Notice is used to secure improvements to the external, 

visible appearance of either a piece of land or a building but does not necessarily address 

the cause of any damage to the building fabric. These enforcement notices are relatively 

straightforward and can be effective in achieving improvements to the quality of the 

historic environment. 

 

9.71 The steps to initiate a Section 215 Notice are set out within the Historic England guidance 

‘Stopping the Rot’ (2016). This provides case studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of a 

simple process at improving the condition of a site or area. Section 215 is a broad power 

which can be used in respect of any land designated or not, including buildings, in use or 

vacant. 
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9.72 As part of a comprehensive approach, the local authority could serve a Section 215 Notice 

on all mills considered to be having an adverse impact on local amenity. Buildings should be 

identified and surveyed to list the repairs required for improvement of the building / site’s 

appearance. The repairs should not lead to a requirement for planning permission through 

alteration, but be repairs such as work to gutters, roofs, removal of vegetation, render / 

painting repair and joinery work. Preliminary letters are sent to owners with a list of 

essential works along with an explanatory note. Such notices are often quite effective and 

can be negotiated with the owners. 

 

Community Protection Notices 

 

9.73 An additional power under the Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act (2014) includes 

a Community Protection Notice.  The notice can be served on an individual or body if 

satisfied on reasonable grounds that: 

 

a. the conduct of the individual or body is having a detrimental effect, or persistent 

or continuing nature, on the quality of life of those in the locality, and 

b. the conduct is unreasonable 

 

9.74 They could offer the possibility of helping to tackle Heritage at Risk issues.  They also have 

certain advantages over section 215 Notices. For example, they can be used to control 

ongoing issues ‘of a persistent or continuing nature’ rather than problems reoccurring and 

new Notices being required. 
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 Article 4 Directions 

 

9.75 Part 11 Class B of the General Permitted Development Order (GPDO) allows for the 

demolition of buildings as permitted development subject to certain conditions and 

limitations, as well as a prior notification process. 

 

9.76 Furthermore, from 31st August 2020, Part 20 Class ZA of the GPDO allows for the 

demolition of vacant and redundant free-standing buildings that fell within the following 

use classes on 12th March 2020 as permitted development: 

 

▪ B1(a) offices; 

▪ B1(b) research and development; 

▪ B1 (c) industrial processes (light industrial); and 

▪ free-standing purpose-built residential blocks of flats (C3). 

 

9.77 The building must have been built before 1st January 1990 and have been entirely vacant 

for at least six full months prior to the date of the application for prior approval. The new 

permitted development right allows for redevelopment of a single new building within the 

footprint of buildings with a footprint of up to 1,000 sq.m, and with a maximum height of 

18 metres. The demolition or the replacement build of buildings with a footprint greater 

than 1,000 sq.m is not permitted. The right does not apply to part of a building, nor does it 

allow for the demolition of more than one building within the curtilage and the incorporation 

of any additional footprint. 

 

9.78 It is also necessary for the developer to apply to the LPA for prior approval of the following 

before beginning the development: 
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▪ the transport and highways impacts of the development; 

▪ contamination and flooding risks; 

▪ the impact of noise from other premises on the future residents; 

▪ design and external appearance of the new building; 

▪ the adequacy of natural light in all habitable rooms of each new dwelling; 

▪ the impact of the introduction of residential use into an area; and 

▪ the impact of the development on the amenity of the new building and of 

neighbouring premises, including overlooking, privacy and light. 

 

9.79 The prior approval process does not require assessment of the heritage value of the 

building or the impact of the demolition on the heritage values of the wider landscape. It is 

therefore apparent that the existence of these permitted development rights could 

potentially lead to the demolition of individual mills subject of this assessment, which are 

identified as having landscape and / or heritage value, without the need for planning 

permission leading to an erosion of local identity and sense of place. 

 

9.80 However, Article 4 directions may be used to require planning permission for the demolition 

of a non-designated heritage asset (such as a locally listed building outside of a 

conservation area), by removing the demolition rights available pursuant of the General 

Permitted Development Order.  Paragraph 53 of the NPPF confirms that the use of Article 

4 directions to remove national permitted development rights should: 

 

▪ where they relate to change from non-residential use to residential use, be limited 

to situations where an Article 4 direction is necessary to avoid wholly unacceptable 

adverse impacts (this could include the loss of the essential core of a primary 

shopping area which would seriously undermine its vitality and viability, but would 

be very unlikely to extend to the whole of a town centre); 
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▪ in other cases, be limited to situations where an Article 4 direction is necessary to 

protect local amenity or the well-being of the area (this could include the use of 

Article 4 directions to require planning permission for the demolition of local 

facilities); 

▪ in all cases, be based on robust evidence, and apply to the smallest geographical 

area possible. 

 

9.81 The demolition of mill buildings of particular heritage and landscape value and their 

associated structures would undermine the integrity of the historic environment of 

Oldham, eroding elements of the site and the group value of the whole. Demolition should 

only occur where full consideration has been given through the planning system. For this 

reason, the LPA should consider the use of Article 4 Directions to remove permitted 

development rights for the demolition of such buildings / structures and recommendations 

on the individual mills where the LPA may consider introducing such measures are 

contained within the individual site appraisals. 

 

9.82 Historic England advice is that Article 4 Directions should only be used in exceptional 

circumstances where evidence suggests that the exercise of permitted development rights 

would harm local amenity or the proper planning of the area, which is reflective of previous 

Government guidance relating to the use of Article 4 directions. 

 

9.83 An Article 4 direction does not prevent the development to which it applies, but instead 

requires that planning permission is first obtained from the local planning authority for that 

development. This allows full consideration of the heritage value of the mill and the 

cumulative impact on the wider landscape setting to be assessed. The Mills Strategy sets 

a hierarchy of mill categories where those in the high and medium groups should be 

retained as far as possible. These buildings and sites are considered to be of heritage 
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interest and contribute to understanding the significance of mills to the history of Oldham 

and its landscape and, as such, it is considered that the use of Article 4 directions to prevent 

the demolition of those mills as permitted development may be appropriate in this context. 

 

Policy Recommendations 

 

9.84 The NPPF recognises that heritage assets, which range from sites and buildings of local 

historic value to those of highest significance (e.g. World Heritage Sites), are an 

irreplaceable resource and should be conserved in a manner appropriate to their 

significance, so that they can be enjoyed for their contribution to the quality of life of 

existing and future generations. 

 

9.85 Paragraph 190 of the NPPF confirms that plans should set out a positive strategy for the 

conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment, including heritage assets most at 

risk through neglect, decay and other threats. This strategy should take into account: 

 

a. The desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets, and 

putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation; 

b. The wider social, cultural, economic and environmental benefits that conservation 

of the historic environment can bring; 

c. The desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local 

character and distinctiveness; and 

d. Opportunities to draw on the contribution made by the historic environment to the 

character of a place. 

 

9.86 The non-designated mill stock forms a fundamental part of Oldham’s historic environment 

and gives the landscape of the Borough a clear distinctive character thereby contributing to 
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local identity and sense of place. The preceding sections of the Mill Strategy have included 

assessment of the landscape and heritage value of the individual mills, as well as 

consideration of viability issues affecting the potential redevelopment of mill sites, which 

has led to the catergorisation of the individual mills as high, medium and low priority. The 

following policy recommendation is therefore put forward for the conservation of the non-

designated mills within each level of priority: 

 

Mill Policy: 

 

The non-designated mill stock forms a fundamental part of Oldham’s historic environment and 

gives the landscape of the Borough a clear distinctive character thereby contributing to local 

identity and sense of place.  Proposals should retain those elements of the mill stock which 

contribute to the local identity and sense of place of Oldham and ensure they are appropriately 

conserved in a manner appropriate to their significance.  Development proposals affecting non-

designated mills will be assessed having regard to the following order of priority: 

 

High Priority Mills Ace Mill; Bell Mill; Briar Mill; Cairo Mill; Earl Mill; Falcon Mill; Fir Mill; 

Gorse Mill No.1; Heron Mill; Ivy Mill; Longrange Mill; Majestic Mill; 

Malta Mill; Marlborough (No.1) Mill; Osborne Mill; Ram Mill; Rasping 

Mill; Raven Mill; Slackcote Mill; Swan Mill; Warth Mill; Werneth Mill 

(Henley Street) 

Medium Priority 

Mills 

Adelaide Mill; Albert Mill; Austerlands Mill; Belgrave Mill; Delta Mill; 

Duke Mill; Elm Mill; Fountain Mill; Gatehead Mill; Grape Mill; Greenfield 

Mills; Haybottoms Mill; Jubilee Mill; Jubilee Mill (Fulling); Knarr Mill; Lilac 

Mill; Lily Mill; Lumb Mill; Oak View Mills; Pingle Mill; Stockfield Mill; 

Thornham Mill; Vale Mill (Chamber Road); Vine Mill; Waterside Mill; 

Wellington Mill 
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Low Priority Mills Alliance Mill; Bee Mill; Britannia Mill; Dob Lane End Mill; Forge Mill; 

Greengate Mill; Kinders Lane Mill; Lane End Mill; Morton Mill; Paradise 

Mill; Prince of Wales Mill; Springfield Mill; Springfield Works; Vale Mill 

(Stockfield Road); Werneth Mill (Manchester Road); Woodend Mill 

 

High Priority Mills 

 

The high priority mills make a clear positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness and 

are identified as non-designated heritage assets.  There will be a clear presumption in favour of 

the retention of the high priority mills and all associated buildings and structures.  Proposals which 

would remove, harm or undermine the significance of a high priority mill or its contribution to local 

distinctiveness and sense of place will be permitted only where the benefits of the development 

would outweigh the harm. 

 

Medium Priority Mills 

 

There will be a general presumption in favour of the retention of medium priority mills and 

associated buildings and structures.  The alteration, extension or demolition of any buildings 

contributing to the landscape or heritage interest will require clear justification in relation to the 

significance and setting of the asset. 

 

Low Priority Mills 

 

The identified low priority mills are generally considerably altered and make a limited contribution 

to local distinctiveness and sense of place.  Development proposals involving the comprehensive 

redevelopment of low priority mills will be supported in principle subject to compliance with other 

policies of the Local Plan. 
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Mill Clusters 

 

The clustering of particular groups of mills provide a unique character to the local landscape and 

give Oldham an exceptionally strong sense of place and local distinctiveness.  The key mill clusters 

are as follows: 

 

▪ Cluster 1 – Elm Mill, Lily Mill, Briar Mill, Lilac Mill and Duke Mill; 

▪ Cluster 2 – Lion Mill, Fir Mill & Thornham Mill; 

▪ Cluster 3 – Majestic Mill, Cairo Mill and Longrange Mill; 

▪ Cluster 4 – Manor Mill, Werneth Mill, Osborne Mill, Anchor Mill, Stockfield Mill and 

Hartford Works; 

▪ Cluster 5 – Chadderton Mill, Nile Mill, Raven Mill, Ace Mill, Gorse Mill and Ram Mill; 

▪ Cluster 6 – Vale Mill, Devon Mill, Heron Mill, Earl Mill and Bell Mill; and 

▪ Cluster 7 – Ivy Mill, Regent Mill and Marlborough Mill. 

 

There will be a clear presumption in favour of the retention of the mills and all associated buildings 

and structures contained within the identified Mill Clusters.  There will also be a general 

presumption against development that unacceptably detracts from important views of the 

identified Mill Clusters by virtue of its height, location, bulk or design. 

 

9.87 In order to assist the Development Management function in applying the suggested Mills 

Policy in relation to future development proposals, it is recommended that a Visual Buffer 

Zone be designated around the seven identified Mills Clusters, as detailed within the 

accompanying Landscape Overview prepared by Martin Woolley Landscape Architects. The 

Visual Buffer Zones could be defined on the Local Plan Policies Map to retain a high degree 

of visibility around each mill to prevent inappropriate future development from reducing 

the intervisibility between mills and irreversibly changing the historic landscape character. 
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9.88 The importance of the range of views and view types towards and across a mill or a cluster 

of mills is a fundamental component of Oldham landscape character and is worthy of 

protection. The Council may wish to develop an Oldham View Management Framework to 

designate particular vistas that will support the protection and enhancement of key views 

of existing mills. 

 

9.89 It is also recommended that all applications involving the alteration, extension or demolition 

of high and medium priority mills should be accompanied by Heritage Statements, which 

should be reflected within the Council’s Validation Checklist for Planning Applications. The 

Heritage Statements should provide clear justification for any works to the high and 

medium priority mills relative to their significance and setting and should also consider how 

social significance could be incorporated into any development scheme, particularly where 

the significance of the mill arises from its past activity or events. This could include the 

delivery of public art within the scheme linked to the past use of the mill or reflecting the 

social significance of a mill within the public realm. 

 
9.90 Based on the findings of the Mill Strategy, the following table sets out a number of key 

actions to secure the sustainable future of the mill stock: 

 

Priority Level Summary of Key Actions 

High ▪ Identification of high priority mills as non-designated heritage 

assets. 

▪ Imposition of Article 4 Directions to remove permitted 

development rights for demolition relating to high priority mills. 

▪ Planning applications relating to high priority mills to be 

accompanied by detailed Heritage Statements to provide clear 

justification for the approach adopted and should also consider 
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how social significance of the mills could be incorporated into the 

scheme. 

▪ Oldham Council to update validation checklist to reflect the need 

for proposals affecting high priority mills to be accompanied by a 

Heritage Statement. 

▪ Proposals involving the full demolition or partial loss of important 

mill elements will need to be supported by robust evidence 

including detailed viability assessments and evidence of marketing 

to demonstrate the re-use of the mill for alternative uses is not 

viable. 

▪ Building recording to be undertaken in connection with proposals 

involving the loss of key elements of high priority mill building 

fabric. 

Medium ▪ Supporting text to the future Mill Policy to be incorporated to 

confirm that medium priority mills could be considered as non-

designated heritage assets on a case by case basis as, for example, 

planning applications come forward for their redevelopment based 

upon their relative heritage and landscape value. 

▪ Imposition of Article 4 Directions to remove permitted 

development rights for demolition relating to medium priority mills 

identified as being of high landscape or heritage value or lying 

within an identified Mill Cluster. 

▪ Planning applications relating to medium priority mills to be 

accompanied by detailed Heritage Statements to provide clear 

justification for the approach adopted and should also consider 

how social significance of the mills could be incorporated into the 

scheme. 
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▪ Oldham Council to update validation checklist to reflect the need 

for proposals affecting medium priority mills to be accompanied by 

a Heritage Statement. 

▪ The alteration, extension or demolition of any buildings 

contributing to the landscape or heritage interest will require clear 

justification in relation to the significance and setting of the asset. 

▪ Building recording to be undertaken in connection with proposals 

involving the loss of key elements of medium priority mill building 

fabric. 

Low ▪ Supporting text to the future Mill Policy to confirm that low priority 

mills could be considered as non-designated heritage assets on a 

case by case basis as, for example, planning applications come 

forward for their redevelopment based upon their relative heritage 

and landscape value. 

▪ Development proposals involving the comprehensive 

redevelopment of low priority mills to be supported in principle 

subject to compliance with other policies of the Local Plan. 

▪ Building recording to be undertaken in connection with proposals 

involving the loss of key elements of low priority mill building 

fabric, where deemed appropriate. 

General ▪ The LPA need to remain proactive in identifying potential funding 

streams that remain available to support landowners, developers 

and other parties seeking to bring forward mill conversion 

schemes. 

▪ Prospective designation of identified mill clusters as Conservation 

Areas. 

▪ Definition of Visual Buffer Zones around the identified mill clusters. 
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▪ Preparation of View Management Framework to protect key 

views. 

▪ Development of a Mill Streetscape Project to improve the setting 

of individual mills. 

▪ Early engagement with mill owners and other key stakeholders in 

relation to individual mills that may become partly or fully vacant 

in the future to develop individual mill-specific strategies to 

support the active re-use of the building in question, which could 

involve input from representatives of the Council’s Business & 

Housing Teams, the Local Enterprise Partnership and Historic 

England. 

▪ It is imperative that the LPA recognise the risks associated with 

bringing residential mill conversion schemes forward, particularly 

large-scale mill sites, and adopt a progressive and supportive 

policy framework and decision-making approach to support such 

proposals. This could include relaxing affordable housing 

contributions and other planning obligations, which can 

significantly impact on the delivery of such schemes subject to 

appropriate viability testing. 

▪ A supportive environment should be developed in order to 

maximise the contribution that suitable mill sites within 

appropriate and attractive locations can make to supporting 

established and emerging key employment sectors within Oldham 

through both a positive planning regime and other support 

mechanisms. 

▪ Development of a marketing strategy collaboratively between 

bodies including Oldham Council, the Local Enterprise Partnership, 
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mill owners, local business groups and other key stakeholders to 

promote the existing mill stock for employment and residential use 

to the development sector.  Such a strategy would need to 

highlight the potential suitability of mill buildings to accommodate 

such uses, affordable rental / land values and the strategic 

advantages offered by Oldham relative to the motorway network 

and the wider Greater Manchester region. 

▪ Use of appropriate enforcement powers for any mills which may 

fall into disrepair. 

 

 
 


